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(Senate, No. 2018 of 1982)

Ordered, That the Legislative Research Council shall investigate
and study the Impact and effect that “plant closings’’ have on the
economy of the Commonwealth and on Massachusetts workers
and their communities.

Said Council shall:
(a) investigate the number of plant closings which have taken

place in Massachusetts in the last seven years, and the number of
workers who have become unemployed because of such actions;

(b) investigate the laws in the states of Maine and Wisconsin,
which have adopted plant closing legislation;

(c) investigate the effectiveness of the plant closing law in the
state of Maine to determine the number of employees who have
benefited by it, and the effect that the law has had on the em-
ployers and the affected communities;

(d) investigate the asserted unconstitutionality of the
Wisconsin plant closing law, which has prevented its im-
plementation since its passage in 1975;

(e) investigate the number of states which have had plant
closing bills introduced over the last seven years, the provisions
contained in said legislation, and the final disposition of the bills;

(f) investigate the number of bills introduced on the federal
level over the last seven years, the provisions contained in said
legislation, and the final disposition of the bills;

(g) investigate and compare the European experience with
plant closings, and determine the feasibility of applying European
policy in the United States on a state-by-statebasis;

(h) investigate the economic effects ofplant closing legislation
if adopted in an industrial state, vis-a-vis other competing in-
dustrial states;

(i) investigate alternative mechanisms employed or proposed

in other states to deal with the effects of plant closings;
(j) investigate mechanisms which may be available in
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Massachusetts, or could be adopted, to address mass layoffs and
plant closings.

Said Council shall report the results of its investigation and
study by filing a report thereof with the clerk of the Senate on or
before the third Wednesday of April in the year nineteen hundred
and eighty-three.

Adopted:

concurrence, July I, 1982

Ordered, That the General Court receive the report of the
Legislative Research Council (under Senate Order, No. 2018 of
1982) relative to an investigation and study of the impact and
effect that “plant closings” have on the economy of the Common-
wealth and on Massachusetts workers and their communities,
said report having been received in the office of the Clerk of the
Senate on June 30,1983, being due on the thirdWednesday of April,
nineteenhundred and eighty-three.

Adopted:

concurrence, July 11, 1983

the Senate, June30, 1982
the House ofRepresentatives, in

the Senate, July 6, 1983
the House of Representatives, in
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.
Ladies and Gentlemen: Senate, No. 2018 of 1982, a redraft of

Senate, No. 1877 of 1982 which had been reported favorably by the
Committee on Commerce and Labor, directed the Legislative Re-
search Council to make an investigation and study of the impact
and effect that plant closings have on the Commonwealth’s
economy, workforce and local communities. In compliance with
that legislative directive, the Council submits herewith a report
prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau relative to plant
closings.

The Legislative Research Bureau is restricted by statute to
statistical research and fact-finding. Hence, this report contains
only factual material without recommendations or legislative
proposals by that Bureau. It does not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the undersigned members of the Legislative Research
Council.

Respectfully submitted,
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Sen. ANNA P. BUCKLEY of Plymouth, Chairperson
Rep. ROBERT D. McNEIL of Leicester, House Chairman
Sen. JOSEPH B. WALSH of Suffolk
Sen. JOHN F, PARKER of Bristol
Sen. PETER C. WEBBER of Berkshire
Rep. WILLIAM J. FLYNN of Hanover
Rep. WILLIAM P. NAGLE, JR., of Northampton
Rep. JOSEPH M. NAVIN of Marlborough
Rep. IRIS K. HOLLAND of Longmeadow
Rep. SHERMAN W. SALTMARSH, JR., of Winchester
Rep. BRUCE N. FREEMAN of Chelmsford
Rep. CHARLES N. DEGAS of Wareham
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:

Ladies and Gentlemen: Senate, No. 2018 of 1982 directed the
Legislative Research Council to undertake a study of plant
closings in the Commonwealthto determine the impact thereof on
the state’s economy, local communities and employment.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits herewith such a
report. Its scope and content have been determined by statutory
provisions which limit Bureau output to factual reports without
recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,
DANIELM. O’SULLIVAN, Director
Legislative Research Bureau

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
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Scope of Report
This report, prepared in response to a mandate of the General

Court (Senate, No. 2018 of 1982), reviews the plant closing
movement in Massachusetts, the magnitude of the problem and
recently submitted proposals which would further regulate
businesses operating in theCommonwealth.Plant closing statutes
and legislative proposals of other states are examined and con-
stitutional challenges to such policy initiatives are analyzed.
Policies adopted in several European nations and Canada to
address the problem of economic dislocation are described and
proposals introduced in the U.S. Congress are reviewed. The
report concludes with an examination of alternatives to plant
closing legislation.

Five measures re plant closings were introduced in the 1982
Massachusetts legislative session (Senate, No. 63 and House, Nos.
460, 2754, 5920 and 5921). Some of the measures were intended to
regulate establishments that are planning to terminate or
relocate. Other bills focused on reducing the mass unemployment
resulting from plant closure or relocation.

Bills introduced by Representative Andrew Collaro of Wor-
cester (House, No. 460) and Representative Thomas M. Gallagher
of Boston (House, No. 5920) would have required employers to
give advance notification to affected employees and employee
representatives prior to transferring business operations.
Notification requirements would vary according to the number of
the firm’s workers, and would range from a one month’snotice for
termination ofbetween 50 and 99 employees, to a 12 months’ notice
for separation of 1,000 or more employees. A measure introduced
by Senator John A. Brennan, Jr., of Malden would have required
business establishments that are planning to relocate or ter-
minate operations affecting more than 50 employees to provide a
written notice to the Secretary of Economic Development and
Manpower Affairs not less than 60 days prior to such event.
Employers would be required to provide severance pay to ter-
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minated employees under most of the measures. The proposals
would apply to all employers, with the exception of government
agencies and nonprofit organizations. Other provisions call for the
creation of a community assistance fund and good faith efforts on
the part of the firm to dispose of the property.
The Magnitude of the Problem

The actual number of Massachusetts plants that have closed In
recent decades is unknown. The Massachusetts Department of
Manpower Affairs has conservatively estimated that at least 788
major manufacturing firms (employing 50 or more workers)
permanently closed or relocated outside the Commonwealth be-
tween 1960 and 1978. The leather, electronics, textile, apparel and
machinery manufacturing industries were the hardest hit and
more than 159,000 employees lost their jobs over the 18-year
period. In 1981 and 1982, a total of 136 plants closed or ceased
operations in Massachusetts. These closures resulted in the
termination of 10,013 workers, including approximately 1,900 jobs
lost as a result of the bankruptcy of the King’s Department Stores
chain. Because these tabulations reflect conservative estimates,
they probably understate the actual number of jobs destroyed
during the periods covered. Other researchers, using a different
approach, estimate that between 1969 and 1976 plant closings in
Massachusetts cost the state more than 700,000 jobs.

The vast majority of plant closings may be legitimate and in-
voluntary. For example, many smaller companies fail because
they cannot compete with larger firms. In other instances,
discontinuation of product lines, technological changes, declining
demand and other changes in market conditions force the closing
of previously profitable enterprises.

On the other hand, there are indications that some plant
closings are due to mismanagement on the part of the parent
corporation or to the imposition of excessive overhead costs on its
subsidiaries. For example, in 1978 the LTV conglomerate shut
down the Boston meat packing operations of a firm which it hadacquired. Prior to the acquisition, the New England Provision
( ompany (NEPCO) had conducted a highly profitable operation.One factor that contributed to the conversion of profits into losseswas the management fee for services that was assessed by LTVMoreover. NEPCO was required to purchase the meat itprocessed from an LTV affiliate at prices in excess of what it
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formerly paid to another supplier. In another instance, overhead
assessments, particularly charges for which it received no
benefit, caused the closing of the Colonial Press in Clinton,
Massachusetts in 1977. Some 1,750 jobs were terminated just three
years after the company was bought by Shelter-Globe, a
manufacturer of auto parts, school buses and ambulances.
Colonial was charged an average of $900,000 annually to meet the
costs of larger corporate activities undertaken by Shelter-Globe.

When a plant closes down or cuts back on production, a number
of adverse economic trends are set in motion. Some of these
economic trends, more commonly referred to as “ripple effects,”
are felt quickly, while others take a longer period of time to occur.
It is not only the workers at the plant which is closing or reducing
production who are affected. Ancillary businesses, suppliers,
retail stores, various levels of government, service agencies and
numerous other sources are all impacted. Not only does the plant
in question stop or reduce purchasing goods from other
manufacturers and suppliers, thus adversely affecting their
operations, but the former employees are forced to cut back on
their purchases, thus adversely affecting local merchants.
Revenues from various taxes and excises (real estate levies,
personal income taxes, corporate income taxes and retail sales)
are reduced, particularly if the rising unemployment should be
prolonged. Moreover, these problems tend to reenforce each
other. For example, demand upon public services increase as
unemployment benefits, welfare costs and other social service
expenses rise. Since this increased demand occurs precisely at
the time tax revenues are declining, public services are inevitably
reduced.
State and I.oca! Laws

Only two states, Maine and Wisconsin, have enacted plant
closing legislation. The City of Philadelphia has ordinances on this
issue.

Maine’s plant closing law covers industrial or commercial
establishments employing 100 or more workers in the past year.
Covered firms which relocate or terminate their activities are
subject to both severance pay and prior notification
requirements. An employer who incurs the severance pay
obligation is liable to his employees for severance pay at a rate of
one week’s pay for each year of employment. In addition, any
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business intending to relocate or terminate operations must give
written notice to the Director of the Bureau of Labor not less than
60 days prior to the relocation. Further, any covered employer
planning to relocate outside the state must give a like notice to his
employees and the municipal officers of the host community.

Maine’s plant closing law has drawn mixed reviews. Corporate
interests believe that the law has detracted from the state’s ap-
peal to businesses and adversely affected potential economic
developments. Officials of the State’s Department of Labor
contend otherwise. They believe that the severance pay
requirement does not deter new industry from moving into the
state because an employer may escape the statutory requirement
by having an express contract with his employees that provides
for severance pay, even though it might be less than the amount
provided by the statute. An independent study reported that the
law contained structural infirmities and that the administration
and enforcement thereof could be improved. On the positive side,
the authors stated that the notification requirement tended to
reduce unemployment.

The validity of the Maine statute was upheld in a 1974 State
Supreme Court decision which stated that the law was a valid
exercise of the state’s police power.

The Wisconsin plant closing statute was signed into law in 1975
and took effect in June 1976. A very simplistic law, it stipulates
that notice of an impending plant closing or reduction in
operations be furnished only to a state agency. Two months after
the effective date, in August 1976, six major companies asked the
Dane County Circuit Court to declare the law unconstitutional on
the grounds that it violated federal constitutional provisions on
due process, equal protection of the law, interstate commerce and
the right to conduct a legitimate business.

The State Attorney General filed a motion to dismiss the action
but it was denied by the Court. Subsequently, pursuant to an
agreement reached with the State Department of Industry, Labor
and Human Relations (DILHR), the plaintiffs withdrew the suit.
As part of the agreement, the DILHR agreed to file legislative
proposals to repeal the law. Such efforts have been unsuccessful,
due primarily to opposition presented by the United Auto Workers
Union.

Initially, a number of corporations and businesses complied
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with the statutory provisions but of late the statute is neither being
administered nor enforced. Department officials consider the law
to be unreasonable and unworkable.

The Philadelphia plant closing ordinance (the first in the
nation) became effective in October of 1982. The ordinance defines
“employer” as any person, corporation or other entity which
employs or has employed at any time in the preceding 12 month
period at least 50 individuals and has operated an industrial,
commercial or business enterprise in the City of Philadelphia for
more than six months prior to the proposed date of closing or
relocation. When a firm makes a decision to close or relocate, it
must notify in writing (1) the Director of Commerce of the city,
(2) the employees of the affected establishment and (3) any
employee organization which represents the employees, not less
than 60 days prior to the date of such closing or relocation.

In 1982, a total of 18 states considered measures to regulate a
company’s decision to shut down, relocate or reduce the number
of employees at a business operation. Most of the proposals were
introduced in the northeastern and central area states and among
the “border” states such as Kentucky and West Virginia.
California was the only western state that considered such
legislation. No bills were filed in the southern states. None of these
proposals were enacted into law.

Business establishments covered under the proposals vary from
state to state, but generally would include any industrial, com-
mercial or business facility employing over 50 persons, but would
exclude the state and its political subdivisions, agricultural
operations and any temporary construction work sites. However,
measures introduced in Indiana, lowa, Kentucky, Missouri and
Ohio would have Included agricultural operations.

Advance notification to employees, their representatives, state
agencies and local communities by employers proposing to ter-
minate, relocate or reduce business operations would have been
required by bills introduced in all 18 states. Notice requirements
range from 60 days to two years in the proposed measures. Other
more common provisions include (a) the continuation of accident
and health insurance by the employer, (b) an obligation for
severance pay, (c) the establishment of community assistance
funds and (d) employee seniority and transfer rights.

Supporters of plant closing laws state that such legislation is
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essential in order to remedy the social and economic con-
sequences that visit employees, their families, the local com-
munity and governments in the wake of plant dislocation and
capital disinvestment. Opponents charge that such laws make a
state unattractive for investment, disturb economic development
and will increase unemployment in the long term.
Constitutionaland Legal Issues

The constitutional and legal issues associated withplant closing
legislation generally relate to (1) the federal constitutional
provision on the regulation of interstate commerce, (2) the state’s
inherent police power and (3) the application of the National
Labor Relations Act.

Commerce Clause. Advocates of economic dislocation laws argue
that such statutory enactments do not unduly discriminate
against commerce between the states because the burdens im-
posed fall equally on both in state and out-of-state markets and
interests. Opponents dismiss this argument, contending that
business and mercantile pursuits cannot be isolated within states’
boundaries and that regulatory burdens imposed by one
jurisdiction can trespass on the lawful conduct of a legitimate
business in a neighboring state.

Police Power. Supporters contend that such laws are not a strict
labor-management issue but rather reflect general welfare
legislation, which a sovereign entity may enact through the valid
exercise of its inherent and historic police power. They emphasize
that the statutes have the characteristic of local regulatory
legislation. Opponents answer that the consequences of economic
dislocation are not so damaging to the general welfare that
legislation is necessary, even under the state’s police power. On
this precise point, the Wisconsin industrialists in their judicial
challenge of that state’s law stressed that the statute conferred no
benefit on employees which they did not have prior to the law’s
enactment thus, there was no injury or wrong which the law
rectified.

NLRA. As to the applicability of the National Labor Relations
Act to plant closing issues, opponents of state legislation assert
that Congress intended to establish a uniform labor policy for the
country through the NLRA. As a result, the NLRA is exclusive and
preempts the application of state laws in the resolution of in-
dustrial disputes in the case of “wages, hours and terms and
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conditions of employment.” Such matters, according to critics of
plant closing laws, are subjects for mandatory bargaining under
the NLRA.

In the case of plant shutdowns, either partial or complete, the
National Labor Relations Board has adopted a policy that such
managerial decisions are subject to mandatory bargaining unless
the decision shuts down “a discrete line of business” or the closing
involves “such a significant investment or withdrawal of capital
as to affect the scope and ultimate direction of the enterprise.”
However, there is much diversity of opinion among NLRB rulings
and among decisions of Circuits of Appeal relative to the ap-
plication of mandatory bargaining in plant closings. Few cases
have been appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

In 1964, the Supreme Court, in deciding only on the facts before
it, ruled that subcontracting of work by an employer is a partial
closure and thus subject to mandatory bargaining (Hhrehoard
Paper Products Carp. v. NLRB 379 U.S. 203).

A year later in Textile Workers Union r. Darlington Mfg. Co., 380
U.S. 263 (1965), the Court stated that an employer could shut down
his entire business, even if motivated by anti-union animus,
without violating the NLRA. However, as to a partial closing
which was intended to chill unionism in the employer’s other
plants, the Court established a per se rule and stated the partial
closure was subject to mandatory bargaining under the Act.

Lastly, in 1982, the Court decreed that an employer’s decision to
shut down which was supported by legitimate economic reasons
was not subject to bargaining. However, the employer must
bargain over the effects of his decision.

Since some union contracts contain severance pay provisions
which, in some instances, apply nationwide, opponents say in-
consistent provisions in state laws would abrogate such
agreements and violate the intent of Congress that the NLRA
should promote the peaceful resolution by management and labor
of the terms of employment.

On the other hand, proponents argue that the NLRA does not
foreclose state action. The issue of plant closings is peripheral to
the provisions and sanctions of the NLRA. They assert that
Congress did not intend that plant closings be subject to the Act,
nor is there any specific Congressional intent to deny state action
on this score.
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Lastly, in lieu of far-reaching state legislation, some sources sug-
gest consideration of (1) the comprehensive economic and labor
policies in place in many European countries, (2) the voluntary
labor/management/government placement committees used in
Canada and California and (3) employee ownership plans.
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Origin and Scope of Study
Senate, No. 2018 of 1982, which is reprinted on the inside cover

page of this document, directed the Legislative Research Council
to investigate and study “the impact and effect that plant closings
have on the economy of the Commonwealth and on Massachusetts
workers and their communities.” That order directed the Council
to develop research and data in respect to ten specific facets of the
issue. Senate, No. 2018, authored by the Senate Ways and Means
Committee, is a redraft of Senate, No. 1877, a report of the Com-
mittee on Commerce and Labor directing the Council to study the
provisions of five “plant closing” bills which had been referred to
it in the 1982 session. Senate, No. 2018 was adopted by the Senate
on June 30, 1982 and by the House of Representatives, in con-
currence, on July 1, 1982. The study order reflects a legislative
interest in cushioning the impacts that unannounced plant
closings have on workers and communities.

The report includes a review of the plant closing movement in
Massachusetts, the magnitude of the problem and recently
submitted proposals which would further regulate the business
community within the Commonwealth. Plant closing statutes and
legislative proposals of other states are analyzed, including
constitutional objections thereto. Economic dislocation policy
which exists throughout Europe and Canada is considered and the
intent of plant closing proposals before the U.S. Congress is dis-
cussed. The report concludes with an examination of alternatives
to plant closing legislation.

Many business closings are unavoidable, market conditions
being such that continued operation would lead to bankruptcy.
Many smaller companies fail and close because they simply
cannot compete with large firms. In other cases, Massachusetts
plants are closed by large corporations which are headquartered
out of state. In some instances, the closing is legitimate while in
other situations it may be unjustified. Many of these entities are

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

PLANT CLOSINGS

CHAPTER I. MASSACHUSETTS DEVELOPMENTS

Past Legislative Proposals
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conglomerates involved In many diverse enterprises. Some are
multi-national in scope and may have no loyalty to a particular
enterprise in this or any other state.

Such firms often engage in “profit-targetting,” the practice by
which a corporation sets an “acceptable” profit level and refuses
to continue operations if this level is not reached. Often, this
results in the closing of businesses profitable enough for any but
the largest of corporate owners. The corporation may instead choose
to set up operations in a lower wage state or country where “ac-
ceptable” profits may be achieved. Illustrative of such practices
was the action of Sperry Rand in its 1976 closing of a library
furniture division in Herkimer, New York, The factory was unable
to generate a 22 percent return on invested capital, the standard
used by Sperry Rand as an acceptable rate of return.

Unjustified or questionable shutdowns may be due to gross mis-
management on the part of the parent corporation or to the im-
position of excessive overhead costs on its subsidiaries. In 1978,
the LTV conglomerate shut down the Boston meat packing
operations of a firm which it had acquired. Prior to the
acquisition, the New England Provision Company (NEPCO) had
conducted a highly profitable operation. One factor that con-
tributed to the conversion of profits into losses was the
management fee for services that was assessed by LTV.
Moreover, NEPCO was required to purchase the meat it
processed from an LTV affiliate at prices in excess of what it
formerly paid to another supplier.

Overhead assessments, particularly charges for which it
received no benefit, caused the closing of the Colonial Press in
Clinton, Massachusetts in 1977. Some 1,750 jobs were terminated
just three years after the company was bought by Sheller-Globe, a
manufacturer of auto parts, school buses and ambulances.
Colonial was charged an average of $900,000 annually to meet the
costs of larger corporate activities undertaken by Sheller-Globe.

On the other hand, there are indications that the majority of
plant closings or business terminations may be legitimate and
justified. It is estimated that only two percent of businesses
which cease operations re-emerge as a viable commercial
organization. In 1950, the average liability for a bankrupt firm
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was $50,000; in 1978 it had risen to $264,000. 1 According to one
authority, between 1969 and 1976 only about two percent of all
annual employment change in the private sector in the United
States was the result of “runaway shops.” 2

Other factors which influence plant closings, relocations or
business terminationsare;

Inadequate capital investment
Foreign and domestic competition
Discontinuation of a product line
Declining market demand
Technological changes
Availability of land
Labor costs and supply
Taxes

Attempts to attract business to the Commonwealth by offering
“incentives” or “subsidies” have proven to be a mixed blessing at
best, according to proponents of plant closing legislation. In their
view, one result has been to engage Massachusetts in an economic
war with other states to see which one can give away the most.
Meanwhile, the task of keeping jobs in the state has been largely
neglected.

Senate, No. 127 of 1979, described as the Notification and
Assistance Act, was the first proposal Introduced to govern plant
closings. It required employers of 50 or more workers to provide
notice of up to one year in advance of a closing, relocation, or a
reduced operation. The measure also provided for severance pay
benefits and the establishment of a community adjustment fund.
The bill was initially conceived and drafted in 1977 by a small
group of progressive activists, with the support and guidance of
then Representative Mel King of Boston. The idea caught on with
some of the state’s largest unions (notably the United Auto
Workers) and a statewide citizens organization, Mass. Fair
Share. These forces created a new entity, the Coalition to Save
Jobs, which served as the steering committee for an organized
effort to pass the legislation in 1979. Introduced by Senators

Nonna A. Noto and Dennis Zimmerman, Federal Assistance to Troubled I
Congressional Research Service, Washington, D.C., December 10, 1980, p. 39

2 David L. Birch, The Job Generation Process. MIT Program on Neighborhood and
Regional Change, Cambridge, Ma„ 1979. Birch’s conclusion has been criticized
by some of his contemporaries on the grounds that his data base contains signifi-
cant flaws.
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Joseph B. Walsh of Boston and Walter J. Boverini of Lynn, the bill
was reported “ought not to pass” by the Committee on Commerce
and Labor. Although that effort failed, heightened interest, and an
unexpected major Uniroyal Tire plant closing in Chicopee Falls,
led to the resubmission of the proposed law in 1980 by Senator
Gerard D’Amico of Worcester (Senate, No. 96). In all, five such
measures were proposed in the 1980 legislative session. Three of
them, Senate, Nos. 96 and 130 and House, No. 281, covered em-
ployers who employed a minimum of 50 employees and included a
one-year advance notification period, severance payments equal to
one week’s pay for each year of service, and payment to a
community adjustment fund which would be equal to 15 percent of
the annual payroll of the closed plant. House, No. 5473 of 1980,
described as an act to mitigate economic dislocations on local
cities and towns, called for a one-year notification preparatory to
a shutdown. Finally, Senate, No. 85 of 1980 required employers
who employed 100 or more employees and relocated out of the
state to pay each affected employee a severance benefit payment
equal to the employee’s weekly wage times the number of years
worked. The Committee on Commerce and Labor recommended
adverse action on all proposals.

Similar legislation was endorsed by the Massachusetts State
Labor Council in 1981. Hearings were conducted by the Committee
on Commerce and Labor which reported “ought not to pass” on
all measures.

Five measures introduced in the 1982 Massachusetts legislative
session would have affected business establishments in the state
that are contemplating reducing their operations, closing a
business establishment or transferring an operation to another
state (Senate, No. 63 and House, Nos. 460, 2754, 5920 and 5921).
Some of the measures were intended to regulate establishments
that are planning termination or relocation. Other bills focused on
preventing the mass unemployment resulting from plant closure
or relocation.

Bills introduced by Representative Andrew Collaro of Wor-
cester (House, No. 460) and Representative Thomas M. Gallagher
of Boston (House, No. 5920) would have required employers to
give advance notification to affected employees and employee
representatives prior to transferring business operations.
Notification requirements would vary according to the number of
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individuals employed by an employer and range from a one
month’s notice for termination of between 50 and 99 employees, to
a 12 months’ notice for separation of 1,000 or more employees. A
similar Senate measure introduced by Senator John A. Brennan,
Jr., of Malden would have required business establishments that
are planning to relocate or terminate operations affecting more
than 50 employees to provide a written notice not less than 60 days
prior to such event to the Secretary of Economic Development
and Manpower Affairs. Employers would be required to provide
severance pay to terminated employees under most of the
measures. The proposals would apply to all employers, with the
exception of government agencies and nonprofit organizations,
who have operated in the state for at least five years whether
directly or through any related corporation. Other provisions call
for the creation of a community assistance fund and good faith
efforts on the part of the firm to dispose of the property.

The five bills were reported in a legislative order directing the
Legislative Research Council to undertake a study of the impact
of plant closings in the Commonwealth (Senate, No. 1877), which
as indicated above was amended by the Senate Committee on
Ways and Means and reported in the form of a new draft (Senate,
No. 2018).

The Magnitude of the Problem in Massachusetts
The actual number of plant closings that have occurred in

recent decades is unknown. Section 462 of the new Job Training
Partnership Act, signed by President Reagan on October 13, 1982,
requires the Department of Labor to publish an annual report on
the number of plant closings, their location, the number of
workers affected and the industries in which the closings occur. 1

Such information has never been collected systematically before
and will be of great value to the policymakers and researchers.

As indicated in the following table, the Department of Man-
power Development in 1979 reported that between 1960 and 1978, at
least 788 major manufacturing firms closed permanently, or
relocated outside Massachusetts, affecting 159,318 employees.
The leather, electronics, textile, apparel and machinery
manufacturing industries were the hardest hit. During that time

PublicLaw 97-300
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frame, the average annual nonagricultural labor force 1 in the
state was as follows:

1960 1,653,000
1965 1,737,300
1970 1,923,600
1975 1,908,000
1980 2,241,900

Table 1. Massachusetts Plant Closings, 1960-1978
Plant Jobs

Industry SIC 2 Closings Lost
Leather andLeather Products 31 143 26,858
Electrical and Electronics Machinery, 36 65 22,980

Equipment andSupplies
Textile Mill Products 22 95 20,009
Apparel 23 149 16,985
Machinery, Except Electrical 35 32 13,586
Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products 30 28 9,915
Food and Kindred Products 20 45 7,731
Printing, Publishing and Allied 27 16 7,350
Primary Metal Industries 33 20 4,880
Fabricated Metal, Except Machinery 34 23 4,692
Ordnance 19 5 3,535
Paper and Allied Products 26 27 3,534
Furniture and Fixtures 25 16 2,732
Chemicals and Allied Products 28 10 1,330
Miscellaneous 39 9 1,202
Lumber and Wood products, except 24 6 778

Furniture
Transportation Equipment 37 1 563
Measuring and Analyzing Instruments 38 5 526
Stone, Clay, Glass, Concrete Products 32 2 163
Tobacco Manufactures 21 1 151

Table excludes plant closings involving about 9,500 workers, where SIC could not
be identified.

Standard Industrial Classification as established by the U.S. Census Bureau
Source: Massachusetts Department of Manpower Development.

Includes both the employed and unemployedbut excludes the self-employed and
government employees.
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However, another authority reports that between 1969 and 1976,
plant closings in Massachusetts cost the state about 730,000 jobs
(about 40 percent of the stock of jobs at the beginning of the
period). For New England as a whole, the closings eliminated
slightly more than 1.4 million jobs. 1 In the three-year period
between 1975 and 1978, a totalof 70 Massachusetts manufacturing
firms terminated operations, affecting 17,145 employees. Ac-
cording to the Department of Manpower Development, these
tabulations severely understated the problem since non-
manufacturing plants and firms employing less than 50 em-
ployees were excluded from the count. The following table
identifies those companies which ceased operations in the three-
year period from 1975 to 1978.

Table 2. Massachusetts Plant Closings, 1975-1978
1975

Jobs
Company CITY'1/Town SIC 2 Lost

A. Rivetz BOSTON 23 69
American Biltrite Stoughton 311 110
American Can Needham 341 500
Avon Sole Avon NA 110
Bevis Industries Webster 277 129
Cornwall Corporation BOSTON 36 250
Crocker Technical Paper FITCHBURG 26 136
Crompton & Knowles Corp. WORCESTER 355 100
Florsheim Shoe NORTH ADAMS 314 200
Honeywell Information Systems LOWELL 357 600
Ilco Corporation FITCHBURG 342 115
Jet Container LOWELL 307 220
Lynn Heel LYNN 31 76
Mobile Chemical, DBA Jet Containers LOWELL 307 150
Model Dress LOWELL 23 66
North American Packing BOSTON NA 67
Pellon Corporation LOWELL NA 100

1 Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison, The Deindustrialization of America, Basic
Books, Inc., New York. N.Y., 1982, p. 34.
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CITYVTown SIC2 JobsCompany

Lost
CHICOPEE 20 250Piel Brothers
CHICOPEE 33 134Production Pattern & Foundry

Quality Frocks NEW BEDFORD NA 65
LYNN 31 27531 275Schwartz & Benjamin, Inc.

Thayer Furniture Corp., Wiley GARDNER 25 106
ManufacturingCorporation

Northborough 26 100
Orange NA 70

Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
Union Tool
Volor, Div. of U.S. Industries, Inc.
Vulcan Corporation

NEW BEDFORD 23 250
LAWRENCE 30 133
BROCKTON NA 240Wind Innersole and Welting

Total 4,621

Aerosol Techniques
Arleen Fashions
Berkshire Apparel
Bickford Shoe

Milford NA 150
NEW BEDFORD 233 165
MALDEN 23 35023 350
Milford 314 50

Borden Chemical PEABODY 28 50
Bretmar Fabrics Ltd., Subsid of Palmer 22 125

Chelsea industries
Cambridge Memories
Carling Brewery

Bedford 366 240
Natick 208 204

Consolidated Aluminum
GoodyearTire and Rubber
Kasanof’s Bakery

NORTH ADAMS 335 95
NEW BEDFORD 30 300
BOSTON 20 20520 205

Meldisco BROCKTON NA 70
CAMBRIDGE 39 140
NEW BEDFORD 20 140
Randolph 30 1,300

National Casket
Quaker Oats

30 1,300Randy Manufacturing
Raytheon Andover 36 300

LEOMINSTER 30 102
Andover NA NA

Romeo Industries
NA NAStandex International

Tyco Laboratories WALTHAM NA 200
Danvers 36 164Wood Electric
BOSTON NA 67Woodwork Interiors

Total 4,417

1976
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Table 2 ontinucd)

Jobs
SIC 2 LostCITYVTown

LAWRENCE
Framingham
Clinton

Company
Ace Sportswear
Baker Nail

231 50
NA 65

Colonial Press
D.G. O’Brien

27 1,750

Framingham
BOSTON

NA 80
Delaval Separator, ATM

CentrifugalDivision
355 85

WALTHAMDonnelly Manufacturing
Earth Shoe

200344
Middleborough
Franklin

300314
G.A.F. Corporation
Hobbs Manufacturing
Independent Lock

NA 85
WORCESTER
FITCHBURG
Clinton

5030
34 829

NA
314

Injectronics
Jonell Shoe
M.M. Mades

150
LAWRENCE
SOMERVILLE
FALL RIVER

162
20 155

NANewportFinishing Complex,
Newport General Corporation

280

NABEVERLY
Adams

Post Machinery
Rochester Paper

75
26 85

Spraco (Spray Engineering)
UPAGO Adhesives

NA
289

Burlington
BOSTON
Northbridge

80
75

Whitinsville SpinningRing 35 50

Total 6064

MilfordAmerican Felt, Div. of G.A.F.
Draper Plant (Div. of Rockwell

229 91

Hopedale 70035 2
International)

Hayward Wakefield
National Can

GARDNER
Millis

251 600
32 110

3,501Total

TOTAL 1975-1978 17,145

Cities appear in capital letters

Standard Industrial Classification as established by the U.S. Census Bureau
Source: Massachusetts Department of Manpower Development

1977

1978
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To obtain more current data relating to the magnitude of this
problem, the Bureau contacted union officials (AFL-CIO)
throughout the state, and appropriate officials within the
Massachusetts Department of Employment Security. Many labor
organizations were unable to supply pertinent information due to
the unavailability of records. Thus, only a partial assessment of
unionized worker displacement throughout Massachusetts could
be documented by union officials.

Statewide estimates on closings which occurred between 1977
and 1982 were furnished by officials representing the United
Steelworkers of America, the United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of America, the United Elec-
trical, Radio and Machine Workers and the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Union. During this five-year period, a total of
65 firms ceased operations affecting 4,603 employees affiliated
with these respective associations.

The United Steelworkers of America reported the largest
number of closings (35), which translated into a job loss affecting
2,727 members. The United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of America claimed the second
largest number of displaced workers (742) due to seven shut-
downs. Nineteen plant closings occurred in the clothing and textile
industry involving 694 union members, and a total of 440 United
Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers were terminated by the
closure of four plants.

At the request of the Bureau, estimated data on Massachusetts
plant closings for 1981 and 1982 was compiled by Mr. Richard T.
Sullivan, Deputy Director of Operations and Ms. H. Betsy Munzer,
Director of Job Market Research, in the Massachusetts Division
of Employment Security (DES). The sources from which data
was extrapolated included local newspapers; ES 235 Report of
Significant Layoffs: Significant Activity Report: Local Office
Claims Activity Report 3279; Current Employment Statistics
Program: and the Employment and Wages ES-202 Program. The
Department requested that the limitations of these data sources
be taken into consideration in that they reflect only a part of the
actual plant closings in the state.

The DES data indicates that a total of 136 plants or commercial
entities closed or ceased operations in Massachusetts in 1981 and
1982, resulting in the termination of 11,013 workers. The apparel
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industry, the leather trade and general merchandise stores
sustained the largest losses. During the two-year period, the
highest incidence of plant closures (15) occurred in the apparel
industry, with 1,084 employees being affected. The leather in-
dustry reported the second largest number of closings (11), which
involved 1,012 workers. General merchandise stores terminated
2,218 employees due to the closure of nine facilities. The following
Table 3 is a breakdown of these findings by Standard Industrial
Code(SIC)

Table 3. Massachusetts Plant Closings, 1981-1982
1981 1982

Plant Jobs Plant Jobs
SIC Industry Closings Lost Closings Lost

15 Building Construction 1 1 3
17 Special Trade Contractors 2 25
20 Food & Kindred 2 10 1 100
22 Textile Mill Products 1 156 4 546
23 Apparel 4 305 11 779
24 Lumber & Wood Products 1 6 1 15
25 Furniture & Fixtures 1 6 2 35
26 Paper & Allied Products 1 2 45
27 Printing, Publishing & Allied 1 8 303
28 Chemicals and Allied Products 3 106
30 Rubber & Misc. Plastics Products 2 390 2 230
31 Leather &Leather Products 4 512 7 500
32 Stone, Clay, Glass & Concrete Products 1 8
33 Primary Metal Industries 1 25 2 242
34 Fabricated Metal, Exc. Mach. & Transp. 1 25 4 66
35 Machinery, Except Electrical 1 100 2 205
36 Electrical & Electronic 3 538 3 157
37 Transportation Equipment 1 270
38 Measuring, Analyzing, Controlling Instr. 4 399
39 Misc. Mfg. Industries _ 5 374
42 Motor Freight Transportation 1 170
44 Water Transportation _ 1 123
45 Transportation by Air 1 400
51 Wholesale Trade Nondurable Goods —4 610
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Table 3 (continued)
53 General Merchandise Stores 2 550 1 7 1.6682

54 Food Stores _ _ 5 ig6
55 Auto Dealers, Gas Stations 1 _ 2 100
56 Apparel Accessory Stores _ 1 95
58 Eating & Drinking Places 5 226
59 Miscellaneous Retail _

_ 1
65 Real Estate 1 _

72 Personnel Services 1 37 2 10
73 Business Services _

_ 1 2
79 Amusement & Recreation Services

_ 1 _

80 Health Services 1 200
83 Social Services

_ _ _

95 Administration ofEnvironmental
Quality & Housing Programs 1 80 1 3

Unknown 2 4 77

Total 33 3,340 103 7,673
Includes 11 locations of King’s Department Stores accounting for approximately
550 jobs lost.

2 Includes 23 King’s Department Stores accounting for approximately 1,350 jobs
lost
Source: Massachusetts Division of Employment Security

Even when the U.S. economy has recovered from the present
recession, some portion of the workforce that is now unemployed
will remain jobless despite concerted efforts to return to work.
This group, identified as dislocated workers and composed of
people who have been displaced by structural changes in the
economy, will face particular difficulty adjusting to changed
employment demands and will likely endure longer than usual
periods of joblessness.

According to a report recently published by the Congressional
Budget Office, 1 several factors are likely to contribute to sub-
stantial displacement of labor in the 1980s.

First, shifts in consumer demand and increases in foreign
competition will cause many traditional manufacturing industries
such as steel production, automotive manufacturing and the

Congressional Budget Office, Dislocated Workers Is.
Washington, D.C., July, 1982, p. 9.
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textile industry to grow slowly or actually decline in the years
ahead. Second, the modernization of many older industries
through labor-saving technology will further reduce the need for
workers in those sectors. In particular, the diffusion of
microelectronic technology could cause the loss of three million
jobs by the end of the decade, or 15 percent of the current
manufacturing workforce.

Consequencesfor Individuals
The sudden closing of a major employer and the gradual

disinvestment and decline of an area have serious implications for
entire communities and for the families and individuals who are
affected. The most affected segments of the workforce in a plant
closing situation are the less skilled, blue collar, older and
minority employees whose skills are the least transferable. White
collar workers are more frequently given the opportunity to
relocate with the parent firm than are blue collar workers whose
skills tend to be more job specific than white collar employees’
skills. Studies have documented the numerous deleterious effects
on displaced workers involved in plant shutdowns. The variety of
consequences include economic, social, psychological and
physical hardships.

The loss of a job, the primary, if not the sole, source of income,
represents the first in a series of adverse economic consequences
confronting workers faced with the closing down or relocation of
their employer. Protracted unemployment after displacement,
loss of earnings in subsequent employment, failure to regain
steady post-termination employment, concern as to retirement
benefits, and chronically low geographic mobility are some of the
more common economic hardships.

A number of social and psychological ills are also associated
with plant shutdowns. Family and social relationships are nearly
always strained by protracted unemployment. Wilcock and
Franke, in their now famous work on permanent layoffs and long-
term unemployment, suggest that social, medical and
psychological costs may even outweigh direct economic costs in
severity. They note that;

CHAPTER 11. THE DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF
PLANT CLOSINGS
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Perhaps the most serious Impact of shutdowns, particularly for many of the
long-term unemployed, was a loss of confidence and a feeling of uselessness . . .

The unemployed worker loses his daily association with fellow workers. This loss
means not only disappearance of human relationships built up over a period of
years, but also the end of a meaningful Institutional relationship. When he Is
severed from his job, he discovers that he has lost, In addition to the Income and
activity, his institutional base In the economic and social system. 1

Loss of work network removes an important source of human
support. As a result, psychosomatic illnesses, anxiety, worry,
tension, impaired interpersonal relations and an increased sense
of powerlessness arise. As self esteem decreases, problems of
alcoholism, child and spouse abuse and aggression increase.

Special psychological problems arise when a plant closing
occurs in a small community, especially when the establishment
was the locality’s major employer. Writing about the closing of a
plant in Southern Appalachia, Walter Strange makes the
following comment:

The people lost the central focus which had held the community together Its
reason for existence a focus which was held in common as community property,
one which provided not only for economic needs but

... a structural framework
which gave coherenceand cohesion to their lives.2

Other devastating consequences are the severe physical
problems many displaced workers experience. Among the
medical problems that have been found to be associated with
plant shutdowns are sleeplessness, hypertension, ulcers, in-
creased uric acid, and high cholesterol levels. One additional
phenomenon associated with plant closings is suicide, reaching as
high as 30 times the normal rate among workers displaced by
plant shutdowns. 3

Consequences for Communities
When a plant closes down or cuts back on production, a number

of adverse economic trends are set in motion. Some of these
economic trends, more commonly referred to as “ripple effects,’’
are felt quickly, while others take a longer period of time to

d LRichard Wllcock and W.H. Franke, Unwarned >1 orkers: Pi
Term Unemployment, Glencoe Free Press, New York, New York. 1963, p. 49,

Snide of Worker Reactions to a Plant C/osin2 Walter Strange, Job Low: A T
National Technical Information ServiceTown in Southern A

(NTIS), Springfield. Virginia. 1977, p. 38

s //),
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resolve. Some will dissipate with time, especially if the local
community is expanding, while others may become a permanent
part of the local economic scene. It is not only the workers at the
plant which is closing or reducing production who are affected.
Ancillary businesses, suppliers, retail stores, various levels of
government, service agencies and numerous other parties are all
impacted. Not only does the plant in question stop or reduce
purchasing goods from other manufacturers and suppliers, thus
adversely affecting their operations, but the former employees
are forced to cut back on their purchases, thus adversely affecting
local merchants. Revenues from various taxes and excises real
estate levies, personal income taxes, corporate income taxes and
retail sales taxes are all reduced, particularly if the rising
unemployment should be prolonged. Demands upon public ser-
vices increase as unemployment benefits, welfare costs and other
social service expenses rise. Since this increased demand occurs
precisely at the time tax revenues are declining, public services
are inevitably reduced.

Further, these problems tend to reinforce each other. For
example, if governmental and other services are reduced, local
employers are provided additional incentives to relocate or ex-
pand in other localities and outsiders have less motivation to
move into a community. As more companies choose to leave, the
tax base and eventually municipal services decline even further.
The social problems accompanying these economic trends in-
crease and limited appropriations and allocations are further
stretched to cover the growing demand. The more mobile and less
economically disadvantaged workers may move with the com-
pany outside the local community, thus depriving the area of its
more highly skilled workers. The result is often a pocket of
poverty containing the least employable segment of the
population. Those who remain and find new jobs tend to receive a
lower wage or salary. Those who cannot find new jobs, are
frequently added to the welfare rolls.

The fate of any given community’s economy following a closing
varies widely. The United States Department of Transportation
has conducted numerous community impact studies on localities
affected by auto and related supplier industry closings. The
Transportation Department then attempted to construct what
happens to a typical small community that is heavily dependent
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on the auto sector when its major employer shuts down. The
statistics for “Anytown, U.5.A.,” are given below to demonstrate
the variedways a closing can affect a community.

Table 4. The Effect ofa Plant Closing on a Hypothetical Community
Before (1979)

Population 200,000
Total employment 94,000
Employment by primary and secondary auto sectors 50,000
Unemployment 6.6 percent
Tax revenues $24 million
New housing sales 1,000

After (1981)
Population Down 10 percent
Total employment Down 20 percent
Employment by primary and secondary

auto sectors Down 40 percent
Unemployment Up 200 percent
Tax revenues Down 35 percent
New housing sales Down 50 percent

Source: George Byron and John O’Donnell, Facilities Planning and Regional Employ-
ment Assessment Department of Transportation, Transportation Systems
Center, Cambridge, Mass.

Impact on OtherBusinesses
Beyond the economic and social consequences to the former

host community, a closing or relocation produces a “ripple ef-
fect” in the case of related industries or suppliers. On this score,
the United States Department of Labor (DOL) estimates that a
loss of 100 jobs in the motor vehicle industry causes a termination
of 105 jobs in the direct supplier network, an employment
multiplier of 2.05. The U.S. Department of Transportation in its
studies of the automobile industry has set a higher rate in the
range of 2.4 to 3.0. Applying this index, a loss of 100 jobs will result
in a loss of between 140 to 200 posts in complementary trades and
businesses. 1

Between January 1979 and December 1980, domestic automobile

Carol MacLennan and John O'Donnell, The Effects of the Automotive Transition on
Employment. A Plant and Community Study: U.S. Department of Transportation,
Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Mass., December 1980
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manufacturers closed or announced the imminent shutdown of 20
facilities employing over 50,000 workers. As a consequence of
these closings and of the output reductions in other auto plants,
suppliers of materials, parts and components to the automotive
industry closed nearly 100 plants, eliminating the jobs of about
80,000 additional workers. Altogether, the downturn in the in-
dustry in these two years may have boosted unemployment in the
supplier network by anywhere from 350,000 to 650,000 jobs. The
lower figure was authored by the Congressional Budget Office;
the higher rate represents the estimate of the AFL-CIO.

The impact on the local economy resulting from a factory
shutdown is demonstrated by the experience of the City of
Newark, New Jersey. In 1978, J. Wiss and Son, a large cutlery
manufacturer which had been in business in Newark since 1848,
was moved by its conglomerate parent company to North
Carolina. An ensuing study revealed that the loss of the 760
manufacturing jobs at Wiss brought about the loss of an additional
468 jobs in such local businesses as stores, banks, gas stations and
taverns. More than $l4 million in purchasing power was removed
from the local economy because of the plant closing. The job
reduction in local enterprises is compatible with the findings of
studies undertaken by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce which
reveal that the loss of two service sector jobs follows the demise of
three manufacturing jobs.1

Substantial reductions in production at the Bethlehem Steel
plant in Johnstown, Pennsylvania in 1975 brought dire con-
sequences to that municipality. As a result, the city became an un-
attractive place to do business. In the wake of the downsizing of
the firm, other companies pulled up stakes altogether. In 1980, the
Pennsylvania Electric Company (Penelec) announced it would
move its administrative headquarters from Johnstown to
Reading, dislocating some 120 administrative personnel and
eliminating 85 jobs. A local bakery that had been in business for
decades closed, throwing 100 people out of work, and a Chevrolet
dealership folded after more than 60 years in business,
eliminating another 77 jobs. Moreover, the employment climate
became so bad that the local Bureau of Employment Security

The Daily Times, Erie Shares Gram to E Erie, Pa., November 13, 1980,
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estimated that more than 10,000people had left the area by the end
of 1979, most of them under age forty.
Effects on Government

Experience has shown that governments of all levels are not
immune from the consequences ofplant closings or relocations.

In 1978, Rockwell International terminated operations at the
Draper Plant in Hopedale, Massachusetts. About 3,000 workers
were discharged. Inasmuch as the firm was the town’s largest
payer of real estate taxes, Hopedale suffered a reduction of $5
million in real property valuations and some $300,000 in tax
revenue.

In 1977, the Massachusetts Executive Office of Economic Af-
fairs estimated that the loss of a $lO,OOO salary level job deprived
the state and local governments of $1,336 in foregone tax
payments.

The same type of losses are also suffered by larger towns and
cities. In the wake of the Youngstown Sheet and Tube closing in
Ohio, Policy Management Associates concluded that in the first 39
months following the shutdown, the communities around
Youngstown would lose up to $8 million in taxes, the county
government another $1 million, the state $8 million, and the
federal treasury as much as $l5 million a total tax loss that
would approach $32 million. 1 The managers of the Campbell
Works projected that the Town of Campbell (situated on the edge
of Youngstown) would suffer an annual loss of over half a million
dollars in personal income taxes and an additional $130,000 in
yearly property taxes.

In addition to the above and other various municipal ex-
penditures due to the closing, the displaced workers from
Youngstown Sheet and Tube were drawing benefits from many

relief programs, principally the Trade Readjustment Act in an
amount estimated to be in the order of $34 to $3B million. Thus, it
appears the Youngstown closing cost the public treasury about $7O
million over a period slightly in excess of three years.

While no studies or research effort has determined the exact
impact of plant closings, relocations and reduced production on
the federal treasury, some estimates have been developed

Policy Management Associates, Inc., Socioeconomic Costs amt Ben t

Warren SMS A. 197SH orker Ownership Plan to the Yoi
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relative to the impact of unemployment on the federal govern-
ment. Research by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
suggests that in 1980 every percentage point increase in the
unemployment rate reduced the nation’s Gross National Product
by $6B billion and cut federal tax receipts by $20.2 billion. At the
same time that tax revenue was sharply lower, federal outlays
automatically increased because of the added cost of unem-
ployment benefits and other forms of assistance. Altogether, this
cost taxpayers $4.1 billion, including $2.4 billion in regular
unemployment insurance benefits, nearly $5OO million in extra
food stamps, and almost $lOO million in added AFDC benefits. If
the deindustrialization process has been responsible for boosting
the average unemployment rate by three percentage points
from around six percent to the vicinity of nine percent then
plant closings and other forms of disinvestment may be depriving
the nation of $2OO billion annually in foregone output, $6O billion in
federal tax receipts, and forcing Americans to spend over $l2
billion more each year in income assistance. 1

Absent federal legislation specifically addressing the plant
closing problem, unions, social service agencies and other sup-
porters have turned to state legislatures for action on this issue.
Presently, only two states, Wisconsin and Maine and one local
jurisdiction, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have enacted legislation
which attempts to dealwith this problem.
Wisconsin

Assembly Bill 595 was passed by both houses of the Wisconsin
Legislature and signed into law as Chapter 380 by the then
Governor Patrick Lucey in 1975. The act created a new section of
the law known as Section 109.07 which became effective June 11,
1976.2

The sponsors of AB 595 had as their objective the protection of
employees’ rights in regard to wages, pensions, insurance, etc., in

Bluestone and Harrison, vi ipru. p. 78,

CHAPTER 111. STATE AND LOCAL LAWS

2 Wisconsin Statutes, c. 109, s. 109.07
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cases where a company was involved in “mergers, con-
solidations, liquidations, sales, relocations, cessations and other
dispositions of business.’’ Action was generated by events that
took place involving two employers in Madison, Wisconsin who
closed their doors without any advance notice to their workforce.
The two companies involved were the Gisholt Machine Tool
Company which terminated 140 employees and the Red Dot
Potato Chip Company which employed 50 workers.

The statute requires all employers of 100 or more persons to
notify the Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor and Human
Relations in writing 60 days prior to the above actions. Thus, the
main concern of the legislation is to mitigate the impact on em-
ployees by the provision of advance warning of the possible loss of
employment. Any employer who violates the statute is guilty of a
misdemeanor and may be fined a maximum of $5O for each em-
ployee whose employment has been terminatedbecause of one of
the above cited developments.

Additional provisions in the law mandate that employers submit
information regarding payroll, number of employees involved,
wages and other remuneration owed to the affected employees.
The Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations may
also require a plan from the employer which sets forth the manner
in which finalpayment will be made to the affected workers.

In August, 1976, the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
Association and six major companies in the State of Wisconsin
asked the Dane County Circuit Court to declare unconstitutional
Section 109.07 of Chapter 109 (Wage Payments, Claims and
Collections) of the Wisconsin Statutes which was inserted by
Chapter 380 of the Laws of 1975. 1

Besides seeking a declaration that the law was unconstitutional,
the lawsuit asked for an injunction to prevent the Department of
Industry, Labor and Human Relations and its three com-
missioners from carrying out the law.

The complaint stated that numerous handicaps were placed on
business as a result of the law. The law as written, it said,
“creates an arbitrary, unreasonable and impossible burden upon
employers and prevents them from conducting their businesses in

Wisconsin Association of Manufacturers and Commerce, Inc. et a!, v. Department of7

Industry, Labor and Human Relations of Wisconsin i
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a normal, reasonable and prudent manner.” Mergers, con-
solidations, sales, cessations and other dispositions of business or
portions of business were cited as essential to the economic
processes of the state, and a 60-day prenotification requirement
under Section 109.07 would deprive employers of the ability to
participate in business transactions in a normal and reasonable
manner. According to the suit, the 60-day period would cause
irreparable harm to employers for the following reasons: (a)
impairment of employee morale and potential loss of important
employees; (b) impairment of relationships with wholesalers,
distributors and customers; (c) impairment of credit and
financial transactions necessary to the continued operation of
business; and (d) a hiatus in the management and decision
making process involved in businesses, in that the successors to the
business interests must wait 60 days before exercising control.

The plaintiffs argued that the law inhibited firms from
responding both to changes in conditions relating to their
respective businesses and in the general economy, changes which
could create conditions requiring expeditious actions, including
transactions necessary to preserve the financial integrity and
stability of their respective businesses.

The suit stated that the law was vague and indefinite, con-
stituted an absolute and unlawful exercise of police power 1 with no
reasonable justification or basis for imposing such restrictions
upon employers, and infringed on the right to carry on lawful
businesses. Plaintiffs claimed that the statute constituted a
confiscation of property without due process, thereby depriving
all employers of their right to full reasonable use and benefit of
property. Finally, the plaintiffs contended that the statute denied
them their right of equal protection of the law, thus violating
Article I, Section 1, 13 and 22 of the Wisconsin Constitution, as well
as the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

The State Attorney General filed a motion to dismiss the action
but it was denied by the Court. Subsequently, pursuant to an
agreement reached with the State Department of Industry, Labor
and Human Relations (DILHR), the plaintiffs withdrew the suit.

In Shapiro Bros. Shoe Co., Inc. v. Lewiston Auburn Shoeworkcrs Protection Assn. 320
A. 2d 247, 253-254 (1974), the Maine Supreme Court upheld the validity of that
state’s plant closing law as a valid exercise of the sovereign’s police power.
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As part of the agreement, the DILHR would file legislative
proposals to repeal the law. Such efforts have been unsuccessful
due primarily to opposition presented by the United Auto Workers
Union.

Initially, a number of corporations and businesses complied
with the statutory provisions but of late the statute is neither being
administered nor enforced. Department officials consider the law
to be unreasonable and unworkable.
Maine

Maine’s first plant closing law was enacted in September, 1971.
The law covered all businesses with more than 100 employees and
required that one month’s notice of an intended closing be given to
all employees. The penalty for failure to give notice was one
week’s pay for every year worked (with a maximum of one
month’s pay) for every employee who had been employed at least
one year. In 1973, the worker notification requirement was
dropped, but severance pay to employees who had worked a
minimum of five years became mandatory.

At present, the law covers industrial or commercial facilities
employing 100 or more workers in the past year. Covered firms
which relocate or terminate their activities are subject to both
severance pay and prior notification requirements. Relocation is
defined as the removal of all or substantially all of industrial or
commercial operations to a new location (within or without the
State of Maine), 100 or more miles distant from the original site.
Termination means the substantial cessation of industrial or
commercial operations in a covered establishment.

An employer relocating or terminating a covered establishment
is liable to his employees for severance pay at a rate of one week’s
pay for each year of employment. The employer is not liable if the
closing or relocation is due to (1) a physical calamity such as fire,
flood or other natural disaster; (2) there is a separate contract for
severance pay; (3) a worker accepts employment at the new
location; or (4) the employee has been with the firm less than
three years. 1

Employers are liable for the amount of unpaid severance pay.
Upon a judgment being rendered in favor of any employee or
employees in an action brought to recover unpaid severance
wages, such judgment shall include, in addition to the unpaid

MRSA Title 26, s. 625-B
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wages adjudged to be due, a reasonable rate of interest, an ad-
ditional amount equal to twice the amount of such wages as
liquidated damages and the cost of bringing suit including a
reasonable attorney’s fee. The suit for unpaid severance pay may
be brought by either the affected employees, a labor organization
or by the Director of the Bureau of Labor. The entry of an action
by the Director of the Bureau of Labor will foreclose suits by the
employees or their agents.

In addition to severance pay requirement, any business
proposing to relocate or terminate operations must give written
notice to the Director of the Bureau of Labor not less than 60 days
prior to the relocation. Further, any person proposing to relocate
a covered establishment outside the state must give a like notice to
employees and the municipal officers of the host community. Any
person violating this provision commits a civil violation for which a
forfeiture of not more than $5OO may be adjudged. However, no
forfeiture may be levied if the reduction is necessitated by a
physical calamity, or if the failure to give notice is due to un-
foreseen circumstances.

Views ofAssociated Industries ofMaine
According to Mr. Ronald E. Colby, 111, President of Associated

Industries of Maine, the current statute regulating plant closings
has done nothing to enhance the state’s business climate. Ac-
cording to Colby, it is not because Maine’s law is particularly
oppressive, but because of the notoriety that Maine has received
as being one of the two states that has such a law. It is seen as a
reflection of the Maine Legislature’s attitude toward business
generally, and, as a result, has adversely affected potential
economic development.

One problem in particular that Associated Industries of Maine
has identified is the reluctance of some companies to acquire
ailing firms because of possible contingent liability for past
severance payments. Older companies with a few hundred ex-
perienced employees could involve hundreds of thousands of
dollars in severance pay benefits. Some attorneys are of the
opinion that the acquiring company has the liability for every
year of its employees’ service even though the prior company
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may have already paid severance pay. Under such a view,severance pay could be paid more than once for the same years of
service, if the successor-owner also closed. However, this opinion
is not sharedby the current Director of the Bureau ofLabor.
A Department View of the Law’s Impact

Deputy Director Paul K. Lovejoy of the Department of Manpower
Affairs, Bureau of Labor believes that the severance pay provisions
of the Maine plant closing statute will not deter new industry from
moving into the state. His conclusions are based upon the fact that
one of the exceptions to the severance pay law is that the em-
ployer may have an express contract with his employees that
provides for severance pay. In other words, any industry with 100
or more employees may negotiate a contract for severance pay
that could be binding, even though it might be less than what
Section 6258 of the Maine law requires.

As to compliance by affected organizations with the severance
pay provisions, Mr. Lovejoy stated that over a period of 18 months
(June 1981-December 1982), 1,374 employees had been paid a total
sum of $2,219,614 in severance pay. All except one of the com-
panies involved paid severance benefits as required by statute
without the necessity ofany legal action by theBureau. 1 However,
an analysis of closings involving major plants in Maine from
October 1975 to June 1981 revealed that only 56 percent of those
apparently liable for severance payments had paid them as of
June 1982.2

Bowdoin College Study

In August 1981, a study of the Maine plant closing legislation
undertaken by a faculty member of and students at Bowdoin
College (Brunswick, Me.) reported that the statute contained
serious structural problems and was not the object of generally
effective enforcement. 3

As is the case elsewhere, the authors pointed out that no
organized data on plant shutdowns, terminations or relocations

Letter to Massachusetts Legislative Research Bureau, December 2, 1982.

2 Nancy Folbre, "Plant Closings, Maine Style," Boston Globe. May 17, 1983,

Nancy R. Folbre, Julia L. Leighton & Melissa R. Rodlnch, Pick Up Your 7
Leave The Mitt is Down, Plant Closings in Maine, 1971-1981, Bowdoin College,
Department of Economics, Brunswick, Maine, August 1981, 92 pp. mimeo and
appendices.
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existed in the State of Maine. Through examination of related
records and research among numerous sources, the authors
reported that in the period from January 1971 through June 1981,
107 plants with a minimum workforce of 75 employees had ceased
operations, resulting in the direct loss of 21,215 jobs and the in-
direct loss of another 18,004. The leather and textile industries
suffered the most closings. Numerous plant closings also occurred
in the lumber industry and among food processing firms. Ninety
of the firms were non-union. Only 13 of the entities which closed
filed for bankruptcy. Of the companies that closed large plants
from October 1975 to June 1981, only 25 percent of that group had
satisfied their statutory obligation for severance pay as of June
1982. In some instances, employees and/or their bargaining
agents had to resort to intervention by the National Labor
Relations Board or litigation to recover severance payments.

However, despite this limited compliance by industry, the study
reported that advance notice of a plant shutdown diminishes the
rate of unemployment that normally exists in a community after a
major plant closing.

We compared monthly local unemploymentrates across 15 labor market areas
In Maine that experienced one or more major plant closings from 1973 to 1982,
adjusting for business cycle factors such as changes In the overall state unemploy-
ment rate. This comparison showed that local unemployment rates increased
significantly after major plant closings and did not return to normal for seven
months.

Data on the length of time Individuals were unemployed were not available, but
analysis of local unemployment rates revealed the effect of advance notice on the
overallpattern of labor market adjustment to sudden unemployment. In the month
of an unnotlfled major plant closing, unemployment in the local area Increased by
.8 persons for every one worker laid off. This reflects the fact that some laid off
workers registered as unemployed in other areas and some dropped out of the
labor force.

In the month after a closing, slightlymore than one worker was registered as un-
employed In the local area for every worker laid off. This reflects what economists
call a multiplier effect. As joblessness Increased in a local area, local consumer
spending goes down, local sales diminish, and workers In sales and service jobs
tend to be laid off. The labor market gradually adjusts. In Maine, unemployment
resulting from a closing gradually declined over the following seven months. An
overall total of five person months of local unemployment resulted for every one
worker laid off.

Advance notice of at least one month lowered this overall effect from 5 to 4%
person months of unemployment. Not surprisingly, the effects of advance notice
were felt more strongly In the month a closing occurred, when only ,3 workers
(rather than .8 workers) were unemployed In the local area for every worker laid
off.
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These results indicate that workers took advantage of advance notice to find new
jobs in the local area or elsewhere. Because lower unemployment rates mean
fewer claims for unemployment compensation and lower eligibility for
welfare programs, advance notice lowered the costs of plant closings to society as
a whole. 1

As noted above, the research report indicates that several in-
firmities exist in the basic statute. The authors express concern as
to the adequacy of penalties for violations of the law. As to the
failure of industry to abide by the prenotification provisions, they
suggest that greater compliance would be forthcoming on ad-
vance notice ifperhaps a doubling of the severance pay obligation
became the penalty for violation. Moreover, they contend that
companies which close after less than three years in business
should be required, nonetheless, to provide advance notice of such
intended action. Experience has shown that conglomerates, in
particular, have been successful in “milking” or “disinvesting” a
recently acquired entity within a short span of time. Further,
since the statute covers only complete shutdowns, businesses that
lay off virtually all their employees in various stages are free of
notice requirements. If the law was amended to set a layoff ceiling
within a fixed period, for example 20 percent of the plant’s em-
ployees each year, this loophole would be closed. The report
suggests that a prenotification period of 12 weeks would be more
equitable. Providing advance notice is relatively costless to
business, particularly in light of the fact that the median time
required to plan a closing is seven to twelve months. 2

Other statutory changes in the Maine law advocated by' the
authors of the report include:

1. The establishment of a Plant Closing Fund through assessments on industry,
which would assist workers and communities in recruiting replacement
businesses and firms.

2. A fair sale clause, which would require the closing corporation or firm to
advertise the sale of the premises at fair market value one month after the
cessation of operations.

3. Obligating the owners of the closing business to provide information relative
to (1) the cause of the closing, (2) the profitability of the plant, (3) tax payments
and (4) an estimate of the future tax loss to the state and local political sub
divisions.

Boston Globe

2 Arnold Weber and David Taylor, "Procedure for Employee Displacement: Ad
vance Notice of Plant Shutdowns," The Journalof Business. Vol. XXXVI ,1u1v1963Business. Vol. XXXVI, July 1963
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4 State technical and financialassistance to displaced workers to pursue various

employees buyout plans. 1
City ofPhiladelphia

In response to the escalating wave of plant closing in the City of
Philadelphia, Title 9 of the Philadelphia Code, relating to the
Regulation of Businesses, Trades and Professions, was amended
in 1982 by adding a new Chapter 9-1500 to provide for notification
by certain employers in the City of Philadelphia of intent to close
or relocate operations. The ordinance defines “employer” as any
person, corporation or other entity which employs or has em-
ployed at any time in the preceding 12 month period at least 50
individuals and has operated an industrial, commercial or
business enterprise in the City of Philadelphia for more than six
months prior to the proposed date of closing or relocation. The
ordinance does not apply to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
the City of Philadelphia and nonprofit organizations.

When a firm makes a decision to close or relocate, it must notify
in writing (1) the Director of Commerce of the City of
Philadelphia, (2) the employees of the affected establishment and
(3) any employee organization which represents the employees,
not less than 60 days prior to the date of such closing or relocation.
The written notice must include data relative to the following;

A. The nature of the establishment affected by the closing or relocation of opera
tlons.

B. The reasons for the proposed closing or relocation.
C. An Impact statement which Includes Information concerning the employer's

payroll, number of employees to be affected by the proposed action, wages and

other remuneration paid to those employees, the employer's efforts, If any, to find
suitable employment for affected employees and the amount of local tax revenue
thatwill be lost as a result of the proposed action.

D. The proposed date of closing or relocation
E. The employer’s Intentions, If any, to continue productionat a new location.
F. Any plans the employer might have to sell the establishment, Including a

statement as to whether the employees have been given first right of refusal to buy

and operate the establishment.

If a court of appropriate jurisdiction rules that an employer has
intentionally failed to provide the required 60-day written
notification, it may enjoin the employer from carrying out such
action until the employer has given proper notice or has otherwise
complied with the requirements of the ordinance. If prior to the

1 Folbre, supra.
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commencement of a civil action, an employer has closed or
relocated its operations in violation of the ordinance, the court
shall award to each affected employee as damages an amount
equal to the average daily wage of the employee times the number
of days (not including nonworking days) short of 60 days in which
notice has not been provided by the employer.

The Philadelphia ordinance (the first in the nation) evolved
from a bill introduced by Councilman John Anderson on February
11, 1982. Two public hearings were held on the bill, on March 31st
and May 7th. At the May 7th hearing, the bill was amended and
reported out with a favorable recommendation. On June 3rd, the
Council unanimously passed the bill, and two weeks later over-
rode the Mayor’s veto of the bill. In the latter’s view, the proposed
ordinance was antibusiness and, if enacted, would send out an
ominous signal to businesses intending to locate within the city.
The measure became effective 120 days following final passage of
the law on October 17,1982.
Michigan

In June 1976, the State of Michigan passed HB 4119 which
created a different form of plant closing law. Rather than
requiring notification or other actions that are often found inplant
closing bills, the Michigan law established a special office within
the Michigan State Department of Labor to aid employees in
purchasing and then operating businesses which are about to
close. The office conducts feasibility studies of potential employee
buyouts, trains employees in management techniques and will
assist them in securing necessary funding. In order to execute
these vital functions, the office encourages businesses to give
some type of notice in advance of a decision to close or relocate.
This legislation is considered a beginning which sets the stage for
employee attempts to buy out the business in order to prevent
closing or relocation.

CHAPTER IV. PROPOSED STATE LEGISLATION
Genera! Provisions

Since plant closings and transfers are said to cause irreparable
harm to employees and communities, there is increasing activity
at the state and national levels seeking to enact legislation that
would mitigate these effects. In 1982, a total of 18 states con-

measures to restrain a company s decision to shut down,
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relocate or reduce the number of employees at a business
operation. 1 Most of the proposals were introduced in the north-
eastern and central area states and among the “border” states
such as Kentucky and West Virginia. California was the only
western state that considered such legislation. No bills were filed
in the southern states, although researchers of the plant closing
issue report that the South and the Sunbelt area of the country
have been victimized by the disinvestment and transfer of textile,
apparel and other nondurable industries to sites in foreign
countries. Except for the passage of three economic adjustment
bills for displaced workers in California, none of these proposals
was enacted into law.

Business establishments covered under the proposals vary from
state to state, but generally would include any industrial, com-
mercial or business facility employing over 50 persons, but would
exclude the state and its political subdivisions, nonprofit
organizations, agricultural operations and any temporary con-
struction work sites. Measures introduced in Indiana, lowa,
Kentucky, Missouri and Ohio would have included agricultural
operations.

Advance notification to employees, their representatives, state
agencies and local communities by employers proposing to ter-
minate, relocate or reduce business operations would have been
required by bills introduced in all 18 states. Notice requirements
range from 60 days to two years in the proposed measures.

Closing, as defined by all of these legislative measures, means
the permanent shutdown of operations at a current establishment,
but excludes closings caused by bankruptcy or physical calamity.
Formulas proposed by state legislatures to determine a business
relocation or transfer vary. A Maryland bill would define
relocation as a transfer of employees beyond a reasonable
commuting distance from the original establishment, while
measures in Connecticut and Illinois specify a relocation as a
transferof employees within or without the state beyond 100 miles
of the original establishment.

Legislation considered in 13 states would have required em-

Calif., Conn., 111., Ind., lowa, Ky., Md., Muss.. Mich., Minn., Mo., N.J., N.Y
Ohio, Pa., R.1., W. Va., and Wis.
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ployers who close a plant to make severance payments in
amounts equal to each worker’s average weekly wage times the
number of years of employment. 1 Measures in 10 states would
have required an employer to continue group life insurance and
medical benefits for the affected employees for a specified period
or until the employee finds new employment.2

Proposals introduced in at least 11 states would obligate em-
ployers to compensate localities affected by plant closings or
relocations for at least 10 percent of the total annual wages of all
employees displaced or laid off. 3 In California, business
establishments closing their operations would be required to pay
85 percent of theirannual tax payments to compensate for lost tax
revenues.

Legislation submitted in eight states would require employers
or state agencies to assist in the acquisition of ailing businesses. 4

Other proposals would require state agencies to negotiate with
employers threatening business termination to modify their
decision to relocate, terminate an operation or lay off employees.
Measures considered by eight states would have guaranteed
transfer or reemployment rights for displaced or laid-off
workers.5

The following text discusses the salient features of legislation to
regulate plant closings, relocations and layoffs in the several
states. 6

California
Businesses in the state which reduce the number of employees

at a workplace by 15 or more individuals for a period of more than
three months would be required to notify the affected employees,
their representatives, elected officials of the community where
the work place is located, the Department of Industrial Relations
and the Governor under a measure proposed in the California

1 Calif., Conn., 111., Ind., Ky., Md., Mass.. Mich., Mo., N.Y., Ohio, Pa., and W. Va
2 Calif., Conn., Ind., Ky., Md., Mich., N.Y., Ohio, Pa., and W.Va.
s Calif., 111., Ky., Md., Mass.. Mo., N.J., N.Y., Ohio, Pa., and W.Va,
* Calif., Conn., 111., lowa, Md., Minn., N Y. and Pa
5 Calif., Conn., Ind., Ky., Md., Mo.. Pa. and W.Va,

• The development of plant closing; legislation In Massachusetts has been treated
In Chapter I of this report
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Assembly. Notification requirements would vary according to the
numberof persons employed by a firm. Employers of 500 or more
workers would be required to give 20 months’ notice; firms with
between 100 and 499 employees, not less than 16 months’ notice;
and employers of 50 to 99 employees, not less than a one-year
notice of their intention to reduce operations at a workplace.

Under the proposed measure, during the one-year period after
termination, employers of 50 or more persons would be required
to provide displaced employees with income maintenance
payments of 85 percent of the employee’s average wage. If the
employee is enrolled in a job training program, income main-
tenance payments would be equal to 100 percent of that average
wage for each week the employee participates in the program.
The required income maintenance payments would be reduced by
an employee’s earned income, unemployment benefits and trade
adjustments assistance received during the period for which the
payments are to be made.

Business operations that close or relocate outside any taxing
district would be required to pay 85 percent of the taxes due in the
tax year to the affected city, county or special district as com-
pensation for lost tax revenues. Employers reducing their in-state
operations by relocating outside of the state would not be entitled
to any credit, deduction, depreciation allowance or other tax
benefits authorized for the tax year in which the reductions in
operation took effect. Under the proposed measure, taxing
districts also could collect from employers that relocate outside
the United States an amount equal to 300 percent of the taxes paid
to the district. At the same time, employers that close or com-
pletely relocate a business operation would be required to make a
good faith offer to sell the affected business at fair market value to
the community where it is located.

Displaced employees would have to be accorded permanent
preference in hiring and employment at other work places of the
employer, and employees who are relocated beyond a reasonable
commuting distance would be entitled to relocation expenses
under the proposal. This measure did not receive favorable action
from theAssembly Policy Committee. 1

Calif. A.B. 2839 of 1982
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Three economic adjustment bills sponsored by Senator William
Green were passed by California’s 1982 legislature and approved
by the Governor. One, Senate Bill 1109, mandates the Em-
ployment Development Department (EDD), the Chancellor’s
Office of the California Community Colleges (COCCC), the State
Department of Education (SDE), the Department of Industrial
Relations (DIR), and the Department of Economic and Business
Development (DEED) to collaborate in the planning, im-
plementation and evaluation of occupational transfer and
retraining programs and services for displaced workers. 1 Senate
Bill 1116 requires the Department of Transportation (DOT) and
EDD to cooperatively provide, or assist in, demonstration
projects for the transportation of displaced workers to areas of
high occupational demand.2 Lastly, Senate Bill 1118 obligates
EDD, COCCC, SDE, DIR and DEBD to collaborate in the plan-
ning, implementation and evaluation of regional employment
assessment, job search assistance and placement services for
displaced workers. 3

Connecticut

Under legislation introduced in the Connecticut Assembly,4

businesses employing 100 or more persons which relocate, close
an operation, or reduce by one-half the number of employees in
the establishment must give at least 60 days written notice to the
employees, the State Departments of Economic Development and
Labor and the municipality where the business is located.

Employers would have been required to make severance
payments to separated employees within one regular pay period
after termination. The statutory severance pay clauses would not
apply to (a) workers with less than three years of service or (b) to
employees covered by an express contract providing for
severance pay. An employee’s group life, hospital and medical
insurance would continue for one year following separation, or
until the employee accepted new employment, whichever was
earlier.

The measure also would have required that employees have the

1 Chapter 226
2 Chapter 227
s Chapter 368

Conn. H.B. 5344 of 1982
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right of first refusal to purchase an affected business operation
within 120 days of an employer’s notice to close the establishment.
Other provisions in the same bill would have provided transfer
rights of up to one year for any displaced employee, if the em-
ployer had an opening for a similar position at another
establishment operated within the state. Transfers would be
governed by seniority.

Another measure which died in committee would have required
businesses or manufacturing plants employing between 100 and
500 persons to provide a six-month notice to the affected em-
ployees, the State Departments of Economic Development and
Labor, and the mayor of the local municipality of their intent to
lay off at least 30 percent of their work forces. A one-year notice
wouldbe required of employers of 500 or more persons. Under this
measure, employers who failed to give the required notice of
intent to laid-off employees would be subject to fines of up to $75
per affected employee. 1

Illinois
An Employer Relocation Act, proposed in the Illinois House of

Representatives in 1981 and carried over into the 1982 session,
would have required employers of 100 persons or more who are
proposing relocation, within or without the state, over 100 miles
from the original location, or termination of operations, to provide
a one-year notice of the action and an economic impact statement
to the State Department of Labor and to the Director of Com-
merce and Community Affairs. The measure would have also
required employers to make severance payments and to pay the
community assistance fund an amount equal to 10 percent of the
total annual wages of all employees who would lose their em-
ployment as a result of the plant relocation or termination.2

Under another proposed measure, an employee ownership
assistance fund would have been created to provide state loans to
encourage employees to take over and operate as employee-
owned enterprises industrial plants that are being closed or
relocated. The State Department of Commerce and Community

Conn. H.B. 5763 of 1982

2 Illinois H.B. 208 of 1982
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Affairs would be required to provide employees technical
assistance and advice on how to form employee-owned en-
terprises. Loans provided by the state fund would be offered as a
last recourse to enable employee-ownership associations to under-
take or complete projects for which substantial funding com-
mitments had already been obtained, but which would require
additional funding to assure completion. 1

Indiana
A measure proposed in the State Senate2 would have required

businesses (including agricultural interests) that employ 100
persons or more to notify employees, the employees’ represen-
tatives, the State Commerce Department, and the affected
community and local newspapers of their intention to terminate
or relocate a business operation. The proposal would have applied
to businesses that had operated for at least five years in the state.
Relocation was defined as moving businesses an “unreasonable
distance” from the existing establishment and reducing by 10
percent the number of persons employed at the first establish-
ment, but would not have included relocations within the com-
munity.

Employers would be obliged to make severance payments to a
displaced employee of $l4O a week for 52 consecutive weeks, or
until the employee found suitable work. Separated employees also
would have been entitled to continued coverage of health benefits
for up to one year after termination. Employers would have been
required to offer reemployment, where possible, to displaced
employees.

lo wa

Under the terms of a 1982 proposal, a community services
committee would be created to negotiate with an employer
planning to close or relocate a plant to modify its decision, to
establish employee retraining programs and to assist in the
reemployment of displaced workers and to provide advice to
employees relative to the possible purchase of the establishment.
The bill would obligate an employer of 100 or more persons to give
written notice to the employees, the State Job Service, the city

1 Illinois S.B. 1383 of 1982
2 Indiana S.B. 10 of 1982.
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closest to the affected business operations and the county in which
the establishment is located of its intent to close or relocate a
plant that has operated within the state for at least five years. A
one-year notice to close or relocate a plant and a six-month notice
to reduce by 25 percent the number of employees over a period up
to two years were required under the measure. Relocation is
defined as transferring a part of a business from one establish-
ment to another existing or proposed establishment, which is
located at an unreasonable distance from the first establishment
and which results in a 25 percent reduction in employees in the
first establishment. Employers would have been required to file
with the community service committee an economic impact
statement summarizing the effects of the company’s decision.
Under the bill, employees are authorized leave to allow them to
explore job possibilities. Employers engaged in agriculture-
related activity would be subject to the bill’sprovision. l

Ken lucky

Businesses employing at least 100 persons would have been
required to give a two-year notice before closing, relocating or
reducing their operations, under a House bill introduced during
the 1982 legislative session. The bill died upon adjournment of the
Legislature on April 15,1982.

The measure would have applied to agricultural as well as in-
dustrial and commercial operations, but would have exempted
from the notification requirements businesses that had operated
within the state for less than five years. Advance notification
would have had to be given to the employees, their represen-
tatives, the proposed state employee and community read-
justment administrationand the local newspaper.

The bill defined relocation as a transfer of part of a business
operation to another establishment located at an unreasonable
distance from the existing facility, resulting in a 10 percent
reduction in the number of employees at the first establishment. A
50 percent diminution in the number of employees at a business
establishment over a two-year period would subject an employer
to the law.

Employers would have been required to make lump sum
severance payments to discharged employees upon termination

lowa H.B. 2347 of 1982
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in addition to payments into a community readjustment fund in
amounts equal to 10 percent of the total annual wages of all
displaced employees. Health insurance benefits also would have
been continued for six months. Employers would also have been
required to extend transfer and reemployment rights to ter-
minated employees. 1

Maryland

Proposals introduced in both houses of the 1982 Maryland
Legislature would have required plants, facilities and offices that
operated within the state for at least three years and which em-
ployed more than 50 persons to notify in writing the employees,
the employees’ representatives, the local government and the
local news media one year in advance of their intention to close,
relocate beyond a reasonable commuting distance of the present
business, or reduce within one year the number of employees by
at least 15 percent or over 15 employees, whichever is greater, at
any facility.2 In addition to requiring employers to provide
displaced workers with severance pay and to extend health in-
surance coverage for six months, the bills ordered employers to
pay into an employee protection and community stabilization fund
an amount equal to 15 percent of the total annual wages of all
employees who lose their jobs as a result of the action. Employers
also would have had to prepare economic impact statements on
the effect of their decision on other businesses in the community
and to suggest possible alternatives to the proposed action.

Under the Senate measure, employees, their representatives, or
residents of the affected community would have been permitted to
bring civil suits against employers who had violated notification
or severance pay requirements.
Michie,

Businesses planning to relocate, terminate or reduce their
operations would have been required to give a one-year notice to
the affected employees, the employees’ representatives, the State
Department of Labor and to each affected governmental sub-
division under a proposed Michigan Community Preservation and
Recovery Act.

Kentucky H.B. 634 of 1982

Maryland H.B. 844 and S.B. 537 of 1982
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The measure would have covered businesses that had operated
in the state for over five years and employed over 100 persons. The
proposed provisions would apply both to relocations that transfer
business operations an “unreasonable distance” from the existing
establishment and to reductions in force which over a period of

ione year result in a certain percentage diminution in the work
force, depending upon the number of persons employed.

Employers would have been required to provide displaced
employees with severance pay and to continue health insurance
benefits for up to one year after termination or until the employee
had found other full-time employment, whichever came first.
Employees with more than five years’ seniority would be granted
up to two weeks’ paid leave to explore job opportunities, and
employees with less seniority up to one week paid leave.

The measure would have also allowed the formation of govern-
mental councils in political subdivisions affected by a business
relocation, reduction of operations or closing to persuade or in-
duce an employer to consider alternatives or to evaluate the
possiblity of a proposed employee-owned corporation. 1

Minnesota
Legislation introduced in Minnesota last year would have

required employers to give two years’ notice of their intentions to
cease or sharply curtail their operations to a proposed State
Community and Business Job Preservation Board. Shorter notice
would be allowed in cases where the employer was actually losing
money or where the firm could not reasonably and prudently
foresee the closure or relocation. Employers would have been
required to file economic impact statements with the Board in-
dicating the number of affected employees, the employees’ wages
and compensation, the taxes paid to local governments and the
anticipated financial impact of the closing, relocation or reduction
of operations upon each affected municipality and other
businesses.

Further, the measure would have authorized inquiry by the
Board into any alleged future plant closing, relocation or
reduction of operations based on information from sources other
than the affected employees. It would be empowered to appoint a

Michigan H.B. 4330 of 1982
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local action committee and, in conjunction with the committee,
would have been permitted to (1) provide direct financial
assistance to the affected employees: (2) provide grants or loans
to an affected municipality; (3) offer assistance to the employer to
continue operation: and (4) evaluate the feasibility of an em-
ployee-owned corporation. The Board would have been required
to provide programs for employee retraining and employee
relocation, and to investigate the possibility of requiring em-
ployers to provide severance pay to their employees. 1

Senate Bill 294 received a favorable report from the Senate
Employment Committee but it was rejected by the Senate.
Missouri

Notice of decisions to close, relocate or reduce the operations of
any plant, factory or office of 100 or more employees would have
to be transmitted two years prior to the proposed action to the
employees, their representatives, the affected local com-
munity and a proposed State Community Assistance Ad-
ministration. Under the proposed legislation, an employer would
also have to place a public notice of its decision in the newspaper
with the largest circulation in the community in which the af-
fected establishment is located. The bills define reduction in
operations as the reduction of employees at one establishment by
at least 50 percent over any two-year period; and relocation
means the transfer of one operation or one part of an employer’s
operation from the establishment to another existing or proposed
establishment located at an unreasonable distance from the first
establishment and which results in at least a 10 percent reduction
in employees at the first location.

An employer would be obliged to submit an economic impact
statement to the Community Assistance Administration. In ad-
dition to providing severance pay to separated employees, the
firm also would have to make payments into a community
assistance fund in an amount equal to 10 percent of the total
payroll. 2

The legislation would apply to both commercial and
agricultural operations.

Minnesota S.B. 294 and 542 of 1982

2 Missouri H.B. 775, 831 and S.B. 614 of 1982
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New Jersey

A Senate bill filed in the 1982 session mandated that business
establishments in New Jersey employing at least 100 persons
notify the affected employees and the State Labor Department
within one year of an anticipated closing or transfer of a part of
their operations. Transfer of operations is defined in the proposed
measure to include an employment loss of 15 percent of unionized
employees, or 15 percent of all employees including those who are
membersof a labor organization. The Department of Labor would
be authorized to conduct an investigation and hold public hearings
on a proposed business closing or transfer. The affected business
establishment would be subject to fines of up to $25,000 if the Depart-
ment after an investigation finds that the employment loss could
have been avoided or if it finds bad faith or misrepresentation on
the part of management. 1

New York
Proposed legislation in New York would have required em-

ployers who had operated in the state for at least four years, and
who employed 50 or more persons, to provide a nine-month notice
of their intention to liquidate, cease, relocate or reduce business
operations to affected employees, their unions and the legislative
body of the county where the affected business operation or plant
is located. A one-year notice to the State Industrial Commissioner
and the State Commerce Department would also be required.
Employers must provide severance pay to displaced employees
who were employed for at least two years prior to the liquidation,
cessation, relocation or reduction in operations.

Under the measure, the State Commerce Department would
have been required to supply technical assistance and to propose
alternatives to business establishments contemplating closings or
relocations in operations. If an employer rejected the Depart-
ment’s suggested alternative, the Department would than un-
dertake a study of possible employee ownership of the business
operation or plant. The resultant report would be made available
to all affected employees and the Department would hold hearings
on the report. The Department would have also been required to

New Jersey S.B. 503 of 1982
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furnish both technical assistance and help in obtaining financing
to those employees who wished to form an employee-owned
corporation. 1

A similar measure would require employers who operated in
the state for at least five years and who employed more than 100
persons to provide a one-year notice to the employees, the em-
ployees' representatives, the State Industrial Commissioner, the
legislative body of the local county and the State Commissioner of
Commerce if the employer’s plan to voluntarily liquidate, cease
or relocate its business operations would result in the termination
of 50 or more employees. 2

Employers would have been required to provide severance pay
to displaced employees who had been employed for at least five
years and to continue group accident or health insurance benefits
for up to one year, or until the employee found employment
providing equivalent benefits.

Employers would also be required to deposit into a community
assistance fund 10 percent of the total annual wages paid the
preceding year to all employees to whom severance pay was due.
Ohio

A Senate bill introduced in Ohio would have applied to any
employer (other than a public or nonprofit employer) who em-
ployed at least 100 individuals and owned and operated more than
50 percent of a commercial, industrial or agricultural enterprise.3

The bill required an employer to give written notification to the
Secretary of State, the employees, employees’ unions and news
media one year in advance of closing, transfer or reduction of
operations. Within 90 days after the written notification, the
employer must also provide all parties with an economic impact
statement which describes the financial impact on other com-
munity businesses, estimates any reductions in state and local tax
revenues and contains payroll information about the business and
whatever other facts the Secretary ofState may request.

The bill required employers to make lump sum payments to
employees laid off due to any closing, relocation or reduction in
operations. Payment must be made to each employee at the time

1 New York A.B. 6351 of 1982
2 New York S.B. 6267 of 1982.

Ohio S.B. 227 of 1982
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of separation in an amount equal to the averge weekly wage times
the number of years of employment. Employers must continue
any health insurance benefits for affected employees for six
months or until the employee finds full time employment. In
addition to providing severance pay to separated employees, the
employer also would have to make payments into a county
community readjustment fund in an amount equal to five percent
of the total annual wages of all employees who lose their em-
ployment as a result of the employer’s decision. The measure
authorizes each local county council to make grants from the
county community readjustment fund to political subdivisions
and nonprofit corporations for (a) providing employment op-
portunities for displaced employees; (b) tax relief when a
political subdivision loses substantial revenue as a result of the
action of the employer; (c) matching funds to secure federal
redevelopment funds; (d) redevelopment planning; (e) securing
loans for the purpose of creating or maintaining jobs; and (f)
other community development projects initiated by the Secretary
ofState and approved by the local council.

The court of common pleas for the county where the establish-
ment is located has jurisdiction and may enjoin a business from
closing, relocating or reducing operations, until it has given the
one-year notice and made all required payments to employees
and the appropriate community readjustment fund.

Pennsylvania

Proposed legislation in Pennsylvania would create an employee
protection and community stabilization law. One proposed act
would have required employers ofat least 50 employees who were

planning to close, relocate or reduce their operations to notify in
writing the State Bureau ofEmployee Protection and Community
Stabilization, the affected employees, employees’ unions, the
local government and the local news media not less than one year
prior to the proposed action.

Employer actions covered under the measure would include a
reduction in operations at an establishment by more than 15
percent over a two-year period or 25 employees, whichever is
greater, and relocation would mean transferring part or all of an
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operation from one establishment to another beyond a reasonable
commuting distance from the first establishment.

Employers contemplating relocating or terminating operations
would be required to file with the Bureau an economic impact
statement on the effect of their decisions on the community.

Employers would be required to make severance payments at
the time of separation to the affected employees and also to ex-
tend health insurance benefits for up to six months after the
employees’ departure. Offers by employers of comparable
reemployment to affected employees would be required by the
proposed measure. Employers would be obliged to pay into a state
fund 15 percent of the total annual wages of all employees who lose
their employment as a result of a closing, relocation or reduction
in operations.

Other provisions in the proposed act would authorize the State
Industrial Development Authority, under certain conditions, to
provide loans or interest subsidies to business establishments
contemplating closure, relocation or reduction in operations to
prevent the business from migrating to another area, or to
maintain current employment. The Authority would also have the
power to provide technical and financial assistance to employees,
the employees’ representatives and communities to study the
possible employee or employee-community purchase of a
business establishment that has filed an intention to terminate,
relocate or reduce its operations. 1

Rhode Island
Business establishments planning to terminate operations in

Rhode Island would have been required to notify a proposed State
Board of Employee Readjustment within 120 days of their in-
tention to close their operations. This notification requirement
would apply to all businesses that had operated within the state
for at least three years and employed at least 50 employees during
the preceding year. 2

The measure died in committee but a study commission was
created to investigate the extent of the plant closing problem in
the state.

Pennsylvania H.B. 2218 and S B. 727 of 1982
Rhode Island H.B. 7703 of 1982.
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West Virginia

A 1982 legislative measure would have required employers of
more than 100 persons to give two years’ notice of a decision to
close, relocate or reduce operations to the Director of the
Governor’s Office of Economic and CommunityDevelopment, the
employees and local authorities. Employers would be required to
make lump sum severance payments directly to employees who
lose their jobs, in an amount equal to the average weekly wage of
the employee times the number of years of employment. Plant
owners must also deposit with the County Sheriff funds equal to
10 percent of the total annual wages of all employees who lose
their employment. An economic impact statement including
information on the firm’s payroll, number of employees and the
amount of state and local revenues which would be lost must be
prepared by the owner.

The bill also proposed the creation of a local seven-member
council to administer the community readjustment fund, con-
sisting of local citizens representing the affected employees, the
county commission, the largest municipal corporation in the
county, and four members of the general public who are not
parties of interest to the closing.

The measure also provided'a civil cause of action for violations
and criminal penalties for discrimination against employees who
reported information concerning the proposed plant closing. 1

Wisconsin
A proposed measure in Wisconsin would have required an

employer closing a business that affected 100 or more employees
to notify the clerk of the resident municipality 18 months prior to
closure. Employers found in violation of the notification
requirement would be forced to forfeit $l.OO per employee for each
day in which the employer’s notice was delinquent. 2

Montana
The Montana Legislature did not meet in 1982, but what did

evolve on the subject was a petition to place an initiative statute
on the election ballot which would affect businesses, employees
and communities experiencing business closings and major
layoffs. Businesses operating at least five years, and employing at

1 W. Virginia S.B. 430 of 1982
2 Wisconsin S.B. 527 of 1982.
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least 50 people at one location, would have to give a one-year
notice to the employees and the state in advance of a shutdown or
layoff of 33 percent of the work force. They would also be required
to (a) provide severance pay to each worker up to $25,000; (b)
continue health insurance benefits for one year; (c) offer re-
employment opportunities at other company sites; and (d) pay 25
percent of the affected payroll into a readjustment fund managed
by the state. The fund could be used to assist affected com-
munities form employee-owned businesses or provide em-
ployment opportunities.

As occurred in 1980 on a similar proposal, the proposed
initiative failed to receive the necessary number of signatures to
be placed on the November 2, 1982 general election ballot.
Model or Suggested State Legislation

To date, neither the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws, the Council of State Governments, the
National Conference of State Legislatures nor similar research
organizations specializing in state government have proposed any
uniform legislation dealing with capital disinvestment and plant
closings. However, though it has not reduced its proposal to draft
form, the Conference on Alternative State and Local Policies, a
progressive organization headquarters in Washington, recom-
mends the following as a “model agenda” for plant closing
legislation:

1 One year advance notice of intent to close or relocate a company or displace
over 15 percent of the firm's employees. Prenotification is the critical factor that
gives government and workers the time to prepare for layoffs and shutdowns and
enables them to best use adjustment measures like employment training services
and Income maintenance programs.

2. Payment by the company of a sum equal to 15 percent of the total annual
payroll into a Community Assistance Fund. Such a fund could be used to preserve
current jobs, to attract new industry into the community, or to maintain the
existing tax base.

3. Establishment of a Community Services Committee. Composed of employer,
worker and community representatives, it would administer the fund and consider
alternative ways of maintaining employment in the community.

4. Severance payments to terminated employees equal to one week's pay for
each year worked for the company.

5 Extra leave time for employees to look for jobs elsewhere
6. The creation by the state of an Economic Adjustment Task Force for

retraining workers, placing them in new jobs, modernizing older business
facilities, and meeting workers' basic economic needs. Californiaalready has such
a program to perform many of these functions. When its Employment Develop-
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ment Department learns that workers have been terminatedby a closing or major
layoff, the department creates a mobile employment placement office to counsel
employees, do skill assessments, conduct job search workshops, refer workers to
training and education opportunities,and provide credit and mortgage counseling.
This group could also conduct research on the causes of In-state closures and
recommend policy options.

7. State transportation allowances for workers who wish to move to another part
of the state where jobs are more plentiful. These funds should be used for both job
search costs and moving expenses. Such allowances are common In Europe and
help to effectively match unemployed workers with jobs.

8. Requiring the state department of employment services to conduct a
feasibility study of transportation, such as bus or van pooling, from areas of high
unemployment to areas of low unemployment, and to report its findings and
recommendations to the legislature.

9. Authorizing public lenders, such as state housing finance agencies and
veteran loan programs, to restructure payment arrangements for persons
unemployed as a result of plant closings. Such a bill should also permit the post-
ponement of all Interest and principal payments in certain cases.

10. Financial counseling programs to help terminated employees with family
budgeting and on working out an affordable repayment schedule on their home
mortgages. The government should also advocate for workers by negotiating on
their behalf regarding a reasonable method of meeting the obligations of their
mortgage or deedof trust during the worker's period ofunemployment.

11. A special fund, analogous to those in Sweden, that purchases the homes of
workers who have'located a job in another community and wish to move, but
cannot find a new buyer. The state government in this case buys the home and sells
it later to an available buyer.

12. Provision of health Insurance benefits to unemployed and disabled in-
dividuals who are eligible for unemployment compensation payments. An
unemployed worker could maintain the coverage available under the insurance
plan of his or her last employer or could elect to receive benefits under the minimal
coverage plan for state employees.

13. Requiring employers who close plants or make massive layoffs to pay
worker health Insurance premiums for a specified period of time.

14. Programs and agencies, for example, development banks, to assist
worker/community buyout and employee-ownership ventures. The Massachusetts
Community Development Finance Corporation, for example, can make debt or
equity Investments In worker-owned businesses. 1

ArgumentsFor and Against Plant Closing Laws
The major arguments in favor of plant closing laws center

around protection of employees and state tax bases.
1. Employees can be thrown into dire economic circumstances by a plant

closure if they are not provided with adequate notice and guarantees of severance
pay and fringe benefits.

2. Businesses already receive substantial economic incentives and rewards
from government: those same governmental bodies should provide economic
protection to the laborers, particularly laborers who are thrown out of work by
plants that want to move to a more favorableweather and economic climate.

3. When businesses close in one state and leave for another, they take with them
a badly needed source of tax revenue and often leave a burden for governmental

1 William Schweke, “A Model Agenda for State and Local Governments Plant
Closings,” Ways and Means, Conference on Alternative State and Local Policies,
Washington,D.C., March/April 1982, pp. 3-4.
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expenditures in the form of increased unemploymentpayments and larger welfare
rolls.

4. Businesses that neglect their ethical responsibilities to their employees and
communities should pay some type of penalty for this breach of ethics.

5. Many plants are being shut down because a company decides to go into
another line of business sometimes in another state. The workers in the closed
plant are left with old skills and no chance for retraining unless the government
requires such efforts on the part ofbusiness.

6. Just as creating jobs has a positive "multiplier effect” on a community, the
intentional destruction of jobs has a negative multiplier effect on a community
often wrecking its entire economic base. State government should protect the
citizens of its communities from this kind of harmful effect of major plant closing.

7. Businesses often plan plant shutdowns and relocations years in advance.
Therefore, requirements for notification of workers pose no serious burden, but
they do allow the workers to plan their futures.

1. Many businesses argue that such laws are unconstitutional in that they in-
volve a restraint on interstate commerce, the regulation of which is deemed the
domain of the federal government.

2. Such bills would create more, not less, unemployment in the states where they
are enacted. For example, a firm with divisions in other states and countries would
want to expand and diversify its operations elsewhere in order to reduce its
potential penalties if national or international economic conditions should ever
force it to move its operations.

3. Such laws would also create an incentive for businesses to say out of the states
in the first place, since they would face heavy penalties in the event they ever want
to leave.

4. A healthy national economy comes from a positive attitude toward
stimulating business/job growth, not from negative restrictions and exit penalties
on existing sources of jobsand income.

5. The total “pick up and go" movement is an uncommon and small experience.
One estimate is that only 554 major manufacturing firms, existing in 1976, were
located in a different state in 1969. The argument continues to state that the move-
ment is so small that harsh government regulation in the form of exit penalties is
not needed.

6. Plant closing laws would reduce efficiency by not allowing resources to be
employed in their most productive use. In order to have economic growth, a
nation’s older industries and obsolete physical plants must be replaced with newer
equipment and methods. Allowing plants to move freely within the country is
simply one way of permitting this change and growth.

7. By raising the cost of labor, the laws would reduce the demand for labor in the
long run.

8. A state would be placed at a competitive disadvantage with other states with
regard to location of new plants and expansion of existing ones.

9. Closure laws would not have much effect on the retention of firms, because
firms forced to remain open because of closure costs would be unable to compete
with firms in lower-cost areas. Furthermore, the increased costs would be shifted
to consumers, labor and government.

10. If restrictions on mobility cause production costs to be higher, this will
reduce national production and income. Similarly, these higher costs will con-
tribute to inflation and result in higher unemployment.

The major arguments against plant closing laws center around
legal and general economic factors.
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11. By Increasing job security, closing laws decrease the employment risk to the
worker. Accordingly, firms will shift part of the cost of labor In the form of reduced
compensation.

12. In effect, closing legislation would penalize firms for having a largepayroll.
By Increasing the cost of labor relative to capital, such laws would encourage
substitution of capital for labor. The result would be a declineIn employment.

13. Restrictions on business mobility will Increase the monopoly power of state
and local government. To the extent that this occurs, relocation restrictions in-
crease the power of governments to raise taxes and reduce the quality of services
they provide. This Is likely to lead to highertaxes and lower quality services.

14. Many people have Invested in businesses (either directly through actual
ownership or indirectly through the purchase of stocks and bonds), assuming that
they have purchased not only the “right” to operate the business, but also the
“right" to move the business to any location they perceive to be more profitable.
On this assumption, they paid more for the business or the stock than they
otherwise would have. With the passage of plant closing restrictions, the value of
these assets will be reduced.

15. Management often does not know until the last minute that the firm is in
trouble. In other cases, management has legitimate reasons for wanting to keep
their shutdown Intentions confidential for as long as possible. For example, some
of the potential adverse consequences of announcing termination plans include:
(a) banks and suppliers may refuse to extend credit: (b) customes will stop
placing orders: and (c) the price of its stock may plunge. Business organizations
argue that these results could cause insolvency for marginally profitable business
in tight situations.

An understanding of how the law has dealt with legal aspects of
plant closings may be helpful in evaluating the wisdom or need for
proposed legislative remedies. The National Labor Relations Act
(NLRA), the provisions of which express Congressional policy on
labor-management relations; the National Labor Relations
Board, which administers the Act and is empowered to make
rulings on labor-management disputes; and the federal courts
which hear appeals from board rulings have all contributed to the
current state of law on plant closings.
Basic Provisions of the NationalLabor Relations Act

Congress enacted the NLRA in 1935 1 during a period of intense

CHAPTER V. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL ISSUES
ANDFEDERAL PROPOSALS

49 Stat. 449 (1935) sometimes cites as the Wagner Act; since amended and cur-
rently cited as 29 U.S.C. ss. 151-169.
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industrial unrest brought on by the severe economic impact of the
Depression. Congressional intent is expressed in the Act’s
Declaration of Policy:

Experience has proved that protection by law of the right of employees to
organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce from Injury, Impairment
or Interruption, and promotes the How of commerce by removing certain
recognized sources of Industrial strife and unrest, by encouraging practices
fundamental to the friendly adjustment of Industrial disputes arising out of dif-
ferences as to wages, hours, or other working conditions, and by restoring equality
of bargaining power between employers and employees.

Although the early history of the Act reflected Congressional
and judicial concern with the protection of employee interests, 1

subsequent amendments to the Act imposed reciprocal
obligations on employee organizations, reflecting Congress’s
concern for the interests of employers2 and effective resolu-
tion of industrial disputes.3 Thus, the law now restricts the
freedom of both employer and employee in various areas of labor-
management relations.

The core of the Act is the obligation to participate in collective
bargaining, 4 and Congressional commitment to the collective
bargaining process pervades the entire act. 5 Section 8(a)(5) of the
Act states that it shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer
to refuse to bargain collectively with representatives of its em-
ployees. Section 8(d) of the Act defines collective bargaining as
“the performance of the mutual obligation of the employer and
the representatives of the employees to meet at reasonable times
and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other
terms and conditions of employment . . . but such obligation does
not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require the
making of a concession .

.
. ’ ’ 6

'The sanctions of the (NLRA) are imposed . . , for the protection of the em-
ployees." NLRB V. Virginia Elec. & Power Co., 314 U.S. 469, 472 (1942); "The purpose
of the (NLRA) is to promote peaceful settlements of disputes by providing legal
remedies for the Invasion of the employees’ rights.” NLRB v. Fansleel Metallurgical
Corp. 306 U.S. 240, 258 :1939).
NLRB v. Insurance Agents’ International Union 361 U.S. 477, 487 (1960).

Boys Markets Inc. v. Retail Clerks, Local 770 398 U.S. 235, 251 (1970).

International Union of Elec.. Radio and Mach. Workers v. NLRB 426 F. 2d. 1243, 1249
(D.C. Cir.), cert, denied. 400 U.S. 950 (1970).

Ibid.
29U.5.C. s. 158(d).
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Matters that fall within the scope of Section 8(d), i.e., those
relating to “terms and conditions of employment,’’ are deemed
mandatory subjects of bargaining. Courts have held a broad
range of topics to be within this section, many of which relate to
termination of employment: subcontracting unit work, 1 seniority
programs,2 compulsory retirement policies,3 and promotion and
transfer policies. 4 When a subject is deemed mandatory, bargain-
ing is required if either party wishes to discuss it. 5 An
employer is not permitted to make unilateral changes relating to
mandatory subjects without first bargaining in good faith with the
union until an impasse is reached. 6 Any failure to bargain over a
mandatory subject is a violation of the duty imposed by Section
8(a)(5). 7 But neither employer nor union may insist to impasse
over matters that are not within Section 8(d). These subjects,
which are deemed “permissive” subjects of bargaining, may be
voluntarily discussed by the parties but neithef is legally
obligated to do so. 8

Case law distinguishes between a total plant closing and a
partial closing. The latter occurs when an employer decides to
terminate operations at one of its locations and leave its
remaining facilities open. A plant’s operation may be discon-
tinued by management for internal cost considerations.
Management evaluates and monitors its operational costs and
pursues a course of action most conducive to maximization of
profits. When its rate of return on investment is diminished to a
low level because of production costs, an employer may choose to
reduce his operations with a view toward improved efficiency and

Fiberboard Paper Products Corn. v. SI RB 379 U.S. 203, 215 (1964)

Industrial Union ofMarine & Shipbuilding Workers v. NLRB 320 F. 2d. 615, 620 (3d. Cir.,
1963).

V3 Inland Steel Co. v. NLRB 170 F. 2d, 247, 251-52 (7th Cir. 1948), cert, denied. 336
} U.S. 960 (1949).

NLRB v. Weslinghou.se Air Brake Co.. 120F. 2d. 1004, 1006 (3d Cir. 1941

United Stares Pipe & Foundry Co. v. NLRB 298 F. 2d. 873, 877 (sth Cir.), cert, denied.*

370 U.S. 919 (1962)

AFTRA v. NLRB 395 F. 2d. 622, 624 (D.C. Cir. 1968)

NLRB V. Katz 369 U.S. 736, 742-43 (1962)

Borg-Warner Corn., 356 U.S. 342, 349 (1958)NLRB v. H Di
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increased profits. Such a decision is generally considered a
prerogative of managerial judgement and control.

Any number of external factors beyond an employer’s control
may compel an employer to close a plant. Thus, if an employer is
no longer able to serve its principal customer, such as where a
marine terminal operator who serviced a foreign shipowner who
required larger facilities, 1 or if the employer’s business exhausts
the natural resources upon which it relies, such as a lumber com-
pany which depended on a timber supply that became depleted, 2

the factors leading to a decision to close are beyond
management’s control.

A third reason for plant closings is where an employer may be
motivated by a hostility toward unions, what the law calls “an-
tiunion animus.” In these cases a closing frequently follows a
successful drive by a union to organize employees. The NLRA
prohibits employer interference with employee organizational
rights 3 and the Supreme Court has ruled that where an employer
does so interfere he is in violation of the law. 4 Thus, employers
who do shut down operations to avoid bargaining with a union or to
discourage union membership by its workers are likely to give
financial or economic considerations as the reason for closing.
Anti-union motivation for closings is sometimes difficult to prove
even with evidence of employer hostility because proof of intent is
required. 5

Judicial interpretation of Section 8(a)(5) of the NLRA has
resulted in divergent approaches to defining the scope of that
section in cases involving industrial change. 6 As indicated above,
this section states that an employer’s refusal to bargain collec-

NLRB v. Transmarine Navigation Cnrp., 380 F. 2d. 933 (9th Cir. 1967)

2 Brooks-Scanlon, 246 NLRB 76 (1979

3 29U.5.C. s. 158(a)(3)

4 Test He Workers Union v Darlington Mfg. Co., 380 U.S. 63, 275 (1965). Radio OJI
NLRB 347U.5. 17, 42 (1954).

5 See Morrison Cafeterias Consol., Inc., 177 NLRB 591 (1969), cnf. denied, 431 F. 2d.
264 ( Bth Clr. 1970). No violation despite evidence of employer hostility. See also
NLRB v. Thompson Transp. Co.. 406 F. 2d. 698 (10th Cir. 1969). No violation despite
threat to close plant If union elected, and subsequentclosure of plant.

• See “Mandatory Bargaining and the Disposition of Closed Plants,” 95 Harvard
Law Review 1896 (1982).
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lively with its employees constitutes an unfair labor practice. The
scope of this section is controlled by the language of Section 8(d)
which defines collective bargaining. Thus, how the courts con-
strue the language of Section 8(d) which imposes a duty to
bargain ‘‘in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other
terms and conditions of employment...” has a direct bearing on
what interests are within the bargaining ambit.
National Labor Relations Board Policy

The position of the NLRB on plant closings was restated in a
1977 ruling in Brockway Motor Trucks. 1 Brockway, a division of
Mack Trucks, Inc., operated several facilities in various cities for
the manufacture and sale of trucks. Following expiration of a
contract between Brockway and employees of its Philadelphia
plant, protracted negotiations ended with a strike by the
Philadelphia unit which continued until Brockway decided to
close the plant permanently. Brockway neither bargained over
the decision nor gave the union any advance notice of it. The union
filed a charge with the NLRB alleging the failure to bargain
violated Sections 8 (a)(1) and 8(a)(5) of the NLRA. The facts
stipulated only that Brockway’s decision had been based solely on
economic considerations; there was no charge of antiunion
discrimination.

The NLRB, stating that it had consistently held that an em-
ployer violates Sections 8(a)(1) and 8(a)(5) by failing to bargain
over a decision to close part of its business unless the closure
involved ‘‘such a significant investment or withdrawal of capital”
as to “affect the scope and ultimate direction of the enterprise,”
ordered Brockway to bargain with the union over the decision to
close and awarded back pay.2 The Third Circuit Court of Appeals
refused to enforce the Board’s order. In a 2-1 opinion, the majority
concluded that enforcement could not properly be granted without
more information as to the exact nature of the economic

' motivations whichprompted the shutdown.3

Bargaining is mandatory only over issues which fall within the
statutory language “wages, hours and other terms and conditions

1 Brockway Motor Trucks 230 NLRB 1002 (1977

2 tbid.
3 Brockway Motor Trucks v. NLRB 582 F. 2d. 720, 737-39 (1978). The dissenting judge

wouldhave dismissed the case.
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of employment.” 1 Although courts have tended to give an ex-
pansive reading to the terms “wages” and “hours,” there has
been considerable disagreement over the scope of the “conditions
of employment” clause, particularly as applied to managerial
decisions to relocate a plant, terminate operations, or subcontract
work done by bargaining unit members. Such decisions are not
usually motivated by factors relating to the employment
relationship, but nonetheless have a substantial impact on em-
ployee interests. Legislative history offers little guidance in
deciding whether a duty to bargain should be imposed in these
circumstances. 2

In avoiding the position of espousing an absolute duty to
bargain, the NLRB has usually proposed that a shutdown decision
must be bargained about unless it completely shuts down a
“discrete line ofbusiness.” 3

But this qualification is also criticized for its several defects: (1)
the “discrete business” distinction has no statutory roots and its
case law roots are tenuous,4 (2) the distinction is essentially ar-
bitrary,5 (3) no meaningful policy appears to be implemented by
this distinction. (The closing, be it partial or discrete, has the
same effect on the discharged employees and any differential
impact on the employer’s interests would likely be better
measured by analysis or whether the decision constituted a shift
in capital investment.) 6

As argued by one commentator, bargaining does not
necessarily result in exacerbating economic effects. The duty to
bargain imposesnot a duty to agree, but only a duty to negotiate in
good faith before implementing a shutdown. Management
remains the ultimate decisionmaker, and in general there is no
way for the union to impose these (dislocation and unem-

SLRB v. Wooster Die. of Born-Warner Corp.. 356 U.S. 342 (1958)

See note 26, Duty to Bargain About Termination of Operations: Brockway Motor
Trucks v. fiURB, 92 Harvard Law Review 768,771 (1979).

5 Ibid. , p. 773
• Ibid., p 773, see note 37
5 Ibid., p.774.
• Ibid. The NLRB has explicitly adopted the rule that major Investment or dis-

investmentdecisions need not be bargained over. See citations in note 39.
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ployment) costs on it. Significantly, however, the duty to bargain
can facilitate the exchange of information concerning the shut-
down decisionand thereby mitigate market imperfections. 1

Admittedly, the bargaining process can be costly. Negotiations
are an expense, the plant must also be kept open at least until
impasse and then, if there are bargaining survivors, they have a
protected right to strike. Further, public knowledge of a con-
templated shutdownmay aggravate the employer’s situation.

The author of the above cited comment favors the Brockway
majority’s balancing test weighing the value to the employees
of altering the shutdown decision, discounted by the likelihood
that bargaining will in fact lead to an altered decision, against the
cost to the employer of undergoing bargaining. This, the author
argues, is a good approximation of the cost-effective tradeoff be-
tween bargaining costs and the social value of the potentially
improved decision. It is argued that in a significant number of
cases, a union confronted by a proposed shutdown will make a
useful contributionto the decisionmaking process. 2

Some kind of interest balancing is a practical necessity, the
commentator contends, because of the great diversity of factual
situations in which a shutdown question may arise. There is a
need for a rule flexible enough to produce a just result both In
situations in which the closing can be foreseen far in advance,
where the employer’s cost of bargaining would be minute, and in
circumstances where management is faced with unanticipated
events requiring a speedy shutdown and which make the cost of
continued operations, while negotiations continue, prohibitive. As
the commentator states,

No per se rule can be applied to both cases without doing excessive harm to the
employees’ Interest In Job stability or the employer’s interest in minimizing costs. 3

Several decisions of the NLRB and federal courts of appeal
address the issue of an employer’s duty to bargain when a
decision is made to shut down a plant, relocate a plant, reduce
operations, or adopt some other managerial strategy to deal with

Ibid., pp, 775-776
2 Unions’ ability to make concessions, e.g., wage cuts: restraint when asking for

future Increases; technical, financialand even managerialassistance.
> Duty to Bargain, supra, p. 779.
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market forces that affect the profitability of an operation. Few of
these decisions have reached the U.S. Supreme Court for final
resolution of a dispute. Three decisions of the Supreme Court give
some guidance on an employer’s duty to bargain, but in each case
the opinion is carefully limited to the specific issue before the
Court.
Fibreboard Paper Products Corp. v. NLRB

In Fibreboard, the Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether
an employer has a duty to bargain over a decision to subcontract
work formerly performed by its own employees. In a carefully
limited opinion, the Court held that the employer’s refusal to
bargain violated Section 8(a)(5). 2 The Court first determined that
Fibreboard’s subcontracting decision fell within the “terms and
conditions of employment’’ provision of Section 8(d). 3 Inclusion of
subcontracting within the statutory scope of collective bargaining
both furthered the purposes of the Act and was consistent with
industrial bargaining purposes. 4 The Court, however, did not
embrace a per se rule that disputes arising out of subcontracting
decisions are subject to mandatory collective bargaining.
Deciding only on the facts before it, the Court concluded that
Fibreboard’s cost considerations were not sufficient to overcome
its duty to bargain under the Act. 5 The decision to subcontract
affected “the terms and conditions of employment." Therefore,
Fibreboard’s refusal to bargain was a prirna facie violation of
Senate 8(a)(5). 8

In a concurring opinion written by Mr. Justice Stewart, stress
was laid on limiting the Fibreboard holding to its particular facts,
i.e., where a company replaces existing employees with those of
an independent contractor to do the same work under similar
conditions of employment. Mr. Justice Stewart stated that not
every employer decision affecting terminationof employment is a
mandatory subject of bargaining, and he emphasized that
decisions involving the commitment of investment capital or the

' 379U.5. 203 (1964)

2 Ibid., pp. 208-209.
J Ibid., p. 210.
* Ibid., pp. 210-211
5 Ibid., pp. 213-214

, Ibid., p. 215.
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basic scope of the enterprise are not subject to collective
bargaining because they “lie at the core of entrepreneurial
control.’’ 1 These decisions, the Justice wrote, are entirely within
managerial prerogative and should be made by the employer
without any duty to bargain. 2

While Fibreboard reaffirmed the central role of collective
bargaining in labor-management relations3 the Court intimated
that bargaining may not be required when it would significantly
abridge the employer’s freedom to manage the business. 4 Thus,
based on the particular facts of a case, a court should examine
and balance these two interests.
Textile Workers Union v. Darlington Manufacturing Co.

In 1965, the year following the Fibreboard decision, the Court
decided another closing case. In Darlington, the Court considered
the extent to which Section 8(a)(3) bars an employer from
discriminating against employees engaged in union activities.
This section prohibits an employer from encouraging or
discouraging union membership by discriminating means. The
Court first established that an employer could close its entire
business,® even if motivated by antiunion animus, without vio-
lating Section 8(a)(3). 7 It then declared that a partial closing is
an unfair labor practice under that section if motivated by a
purpose to chill unionism in any of the remaining plants of a single
employer and if the employer may reasonably have foreseen that
such a closing will likely have that effect. 8

Darlington firmly established a per se rule making it unlawful
under Section 8(a)(3) for an employer to close part of its
operations if the closing is prompted by discriminatory intent and
has a chilling effect. Congress had designed Section 8(a)(3) to
safeguard employees’ rights to join a union and to participate in

1 Will., p. 223
f ‘ Wu>.

' Ibid., p. 211
1 Ibid., p 213.

380U.5. 263

i Darlington closed its single plant
representation.

business after employees voted for union

7 Ibid., pp. 273-74
! Ibid., p.275.
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union activities. The Darlington per se rule is thus appropriate for
resolving Section 8(a)(3) disputes even though it is deaf to all
other interests the employer may have in a partial closing.

As summed up by one commentator, although the Fibreboard
decision contained elements relevant to defining the scope of an
employer’s duty to bargain over a partial closing decision under
Section 8(a)(5), it did not provide a definitive answer to this
question. Darlington’s treatment of a discriminatory partial closing
under Section 8(a)(3) served to further cloud the issue. 1

First National Maintenance Corp. v. NationalLabor Relations Board 2

In this case, the First National Maintenance Corporation
(FNM), a company engaged in the business of providing cleaning,
maintenance and related services for commercial customers, had
a contract to perform maintenance work for Greenpark, a nursing
home. Following a dispute with Greenpark over the size of the
management fee, FNM terminated the contract and discharged
its employees at Greenpark.

District 1199, an AFL-CIO local union representing the FNM
employees at Greenpark, upon learning of FNM’s intention to
discharge these workers, requested a delay from FNM for the
purpose ofbargaining but FNM refused to bargain.

The union then filed an unfair labor practice charge against
FNM with the National Labor Relations Board alleging violation
of the employer's duty to bargain in good faith “with respect to
wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment”
under Sections 8(d) and 8(a)(5) of the National Labor Relations
Act.

Following the union’s filing of an unfair labor practice charge
against FNM, a hearing was held before an Administrative Law
Judge who made findings in the union’s favor.

“When an employer’s work complement Is represented by a union and he wishes
to alter the hiring arrangements, be his reason lack of money or a mere desire to
become richer, the law is no less clear that he must first talk to the union about it.. .” 3

The Administrative Law Judge recommended an order

Partial Closing: The Scope of Employer’s Duty to Bargain," Boston Uni
vers it v Law Review 735, 849 (1981).

452U.5. 666 (1981)

* 242 NLRB 462, 465 (1979).
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requiring FNM to bargain in good faith with the union relative to
(a) its decision to terminate the Greenpark operation, (b) its
consequent discharge of employees and (c) the effects of the
termination. He further recommended that FNM be ordered to
pay discharged employees backpay untilan agreement was either
reached, or was at an impasse, or the union failed timely to ask for
bargaining, or that it failed to bargain in good faith.

The NLRB adopted the Administrative Law Judge’s findings and
further required FNM, if it agreed to resume the Greenpark
operation, to offer its discharged workers reinstatement to their
former jobs or substantial equivalents. Conversely, if agreement
was not reached, FNM was ordered to offer the employees
equivalent positions, to be made available by discharge of subse-
quently hired persons, if necessary, at its other operations.

The U.S. Court of Appeals, 2d Circuit, enforced the NLRB order
although it adopted a different rationale. 1 The Appeals Court
reasoned that no per se rule could be formulated to govern an
employer’s decision to close part of its business. Rather, the Court
said, Section 8(d) creates a presumption in favor of mandatory
bargaining over such a decision, a presumption that is rebuttable
“by showing that the purposes of the statute would not be fur-
thered by imposition of a duty to bargain. ’ ’ 2

The Supreme Court observed that the Court of Appeals decision
in this case was at odds with decisions of other Courts of Appeals
and that the NLRB itself had not been fully consistent in its rulings
applicable to this type of management decision. 3 Because of the
importance of the issue and the continuing disagreement between
and among the NLRB and the Courts of Appeals, the U.S.
Supreme Court granted certiorari.

The United States Supreme Court reversed, holding that
although FNM was required to bargain about the effects of such a
decision, FNM had no duty to bargain over its decision to ter-
minate the Greenpark contract.

627 F. 2d 596 (1980

2 E.g. by demonstrating that bargaining over the decision would be futile, or that
the decision was due to emergency financial circumstances, or that the custom
of the Industry is not to bargain over such decision.
452 U.S. 666, 672-673 (1981)
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The Court stated that bargaining over management decisions
that have a substantial impact on the continued availability of
employment should be required only if the benefit, for labor-
management relations and the collective-bargaining process,
outweighs the burden placed on the conduct of the business.

The Court further asserted that the harm likely to be done to an
employer’s need to operate freely in deciding whether to shut
down part of its business purely for economic reasons outweighs
the incremental benefit that might be gained through the union’s
participation in making that decision. The decision itself is not
part of NLRA’s Section B(d)’s “terms and conditions of employ-
ment” over which Congress has mandated bargaining.

The precise issue before the United States Supreme Court, as
stated by Mr. Justice Blackmun, was:

Must an employer, under Its duty to bargain In good faith "with respect to
wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment." ss. 8(d) and
8(a)(5) of the National Labor Relations Act (Act), as amended 49 Stat. 452, 29
U.S.C. ss. 158(d) and 158(a)(5), negotiate with the certified representative of Its
employees over Its decision to close a part of Its business? 1
Mr. Justice Blackmun, writing for the Court, reviewed the

history of the NLRA. In respect to mandatory bargaining,
Blackmun stated, “. . . in establishing what issues must be sub-
mitted to the process of bargaining, Congress had no expectation
that the elected union representative would become an equal
partner in running the business enterprise in which the union’s
members are employed.” Quoting a 1971 decision of the Court,
Blackmun observed that there is a limitation on subjects for
mandatory bargaining and that “the limitation includes only
issues that settle an aspect of the relationship between the em-
ployer and the employees.”2 The instant case, Blackmun stated,
although involving a management decision that had a direct
impact on employment (“jobs were inexorably eliminated by the
termination”), had as its focus only the economic profitablity of
the contract with Greenpark, a matter wholly apart from the
employment relationship:

1 Ibid., p.667
2 . Ibid., p. 676, quoting Chemical & Alkali Workers v. Pi/lsburi’ Plate Glass Co., 404 U.S

157, 178(1971)
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This decision, involving a change in the scope and direction of the enterprise, is

akin to the decision whether to be in business at all, “not in (itself) primarily about
conditions of employment, though the effect of the decision may be necessarily to
terminate employment.’’ 1

Justice Blackmun also cited Darlington, the 1965 decision in
which the Court stated, “an employer has the absolute right to
terminate his entire business for any reason he pleases.” 2

Inasmuch as FNM contended that it had no duty to bargain
about its decision to terminate its operations at Greenpark, the
Court examined the decision in terms of whether it should be
considered part of FNM's retained freedom to manage its affairs
unrelated to employment. (The Court noted that there was no
doubt that FNM had the duty to bargain about the results or effects of
its decisionto stop work).

“Management,” Blackmun wrote, “must be free from the
constraints of the bargaining process to the extent essential for
the running of a profitable business.” 3 And, “in view of an em-
ployer’s need for unencumbered decision making, bargaining
over management decisions that have a substantial impact on the
continued availability of employment should be required only if
the benefit, for labor-management relations and the collective
bargaining process, outweighs the burden placed on the conduct
of the business.” 4

Justice Blackmun also pointed out that the NLRA is not in-
tended to serve the individual interest of either management or
labor, but to foster in a neutral manner a system in which the
conflict between those interests may be resolved. Thus, the Court
in the instant case would look to whether mandatory bargaining
over this sort of a decision would advance the neutral purposes of
the Act. There is no dispute, the Court stated, that the union must
be given a significant opportunity to bargain about matters of job
security as part of the “effects” bargaining mandated by Section
8(a)(5) 5 or that such bargaining must be conducted in a
meaningful manner and at a meaningful time.6

1 lbidt, p. 677, quotingFibreboard Paper Products Corp v. NLRB 379 U.S. 203, 233 (1964)

2 Textile Workers v. Darlington Manufacturing Co., 380 U.S. 263, 268 (1965).

J Ibid. , pp. 678-679
* Ibid.. p. 679.

5 Ibid.. p. 681
. Ibid., p. 682
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2

5

Further, a union’s legitimate interest in fair dealing is protected
by Section 8(a)(3) which prohibits partial closings motivated by
antiunion animus, when done to gain an unfair advantage. An
employer may not simply shut down part of its business and mask
its desire to weaken and circumvent the union by labelling its
decision as purely economic. 1

Management’s interest in whether it should discuss a decision of
this kind, Justice Blackmun wrote, is more complex and varies
with the particular cirumstances. First, if labor costs are an
important factor in a decision to close, there is an incentive for
management to confer voluntarily with the union to seek con-
cessions that may preserve the profitability of the operation.
There are other times when management may have great need
for speed, flexibility and secrecy in meeting business op-
portunities and exigencies. For example, significant tax or
securities consequences may hinge on confidentiality, timing of a
plant closing, or a corporate reorganization. “The publicity in-
cident to the normal process of bargaining may injure the
possibility of a successful transition or increase the economic
damage to the business.’’ 2 Further, an employer may have no
practicable alternative to the closing and “even good-faith
bargaining over it may be both futile and cause the employer
additional loss.’’ 3 Finally, to label this type of decision one of
mandatory bargaining “could afford a union a powerful tool for
achieving delay, a provision that might be used to thwart manage-
ment’s intentions in a manner unrelated to any feasible solution
the union might propose.’’ 4

The Court, in its evaluation of the presumption analysis adopted
by the Court of Appeals, described it as one that seems ill-suited to
advance harmonious relations between employer and employee. 5

The Court of Appeals, as indicated above, had ruled that Section
8(d) created a presumption in favor of mandatory bargaining
with respect to a decision resulting in partial closure. The

/.

Ibid.. p. 683, relevant case citations omitted
h

Ibid

Ibid., p. 684
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majority opinion in the FNM decision, however, cites several
reasons for its rejection of that conclusion; (1) difficulty in pre-
determining whether a situation facing an employer requires
bargaining (to risk not bargaining might ultimately result in
harsh remedies by the NLRB), (2) labor costs may not be a
crucial factor in a partial closing based on economic con-
siderations, (3) there may be a change in the marketing structure,
and (4) the company may lose its major customer.

Further, if an employer intended to comply with a court’s
direction to bargain, there would stillbe a problem of determining
the exact stage of when that duty would arise and what amount of
bargaining would be required to meet the good-faith requirement
before implementing its decision. The NLRB, for example,
requires more than “surface bargaining’’ to avoid violation of
good faith.

A union likewise would have difficulty in ascertaining the limits
of its prerogatives. It would have to determine whether and when
it could employ its economic powers to try to change the em-
ployer’s decision, or if, in doing so, it would invite sanctions from
the NLRB. The failure of a union to act timely in response to
certain overt acts of an employer (layoffs, sales of equipment,
intent to transfer) has been held by the NLRB to constitute a
waiver of its right to bargain. 1

Thus, the majority opinion concluded that
the harm likely to be done to employer's need to operate freely in deciding

whether to shut down part of its business purely for economic reasons outweighs
the incremental benefit that might be gained through the union's participation in
making the decision, and we hold that the decision Itself Is not part of section 8( d)'s

terms and conditions

The decision, the Court made explicit, was one of limited ap-
plication. FNM, in terminating the Greenpark operation, had no
intention of replacing the discharged employees or of moving the
operation elsewhere. Its sole purpose was to reduce an economic
loss and the union made no claim of antiunion animus. Further,
FNM’s dispute with Greenpark was confined to the size of the
management fee, a matter over which the union had neither
authority nor control. Moreover, the union was not selected as
bargaining representative until well after the FNM’s economic

1 Ibid., p. 686
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difficulties began. There was no employer abrogation of on-going
negotiations or an existing bargaining agreement.

"The decision to halt work at this specific location represented a significant
change In petitioner’s operations, a change not unlike opening a new line of
business or going out ofbusiness entirely." 1
The Supreme Court therefore reversed the Court of Appeal’s

judgement and remanded the case for further proceedings con-
sistent with the majority opinion.

The First National Maintenance decision is important because the
Supreme Court therein severely limited the scope of mandatory
bargaining and thereby restricted the usefulness of Section
8(a)(5) to labor organizations in responding to plant closing
situations. By ruling that an employer’s decision to shut down
part of a business purely for economic reasons was not a man-
datory subject of bargaining under that clause, it followed that
such a unilateral decision did not violate Section 8(a)(5). An
economically motivated closing decision, therefore, now appears
to be in the exclusive control of the employer.

However, as indicated above, it is a narrow ruling confined to
management decisions to close part of a business for purely
economic reasons. The opinion included dicta excluding other
types of management decisions from its ruling, such as plant
relocations, sales, subcontracting and the like, which must be
judged on their particular facts.
ReliefA vailable Under Existing Law

While severely limited the employer’s duty to bargain over a
plant closing decision, the Supreme Court, in FNM, did reaffirm
the duty of the employer to bargain over the effects on the em-
ployees that a plant closing decision would produce. Such effects
would normally include key issues severance pay, pension
rights, security and transfer rights. Moreover, the bargaining
must be conducted in a meaningful manner and at a meaningful
time and the NLRB may impose sanctions to ensure its adequacy.
There are Circuit Courts of Appeals decisions which require that
timely notice of a closing be formal and clear. 2 On the issue of

Ibid.. p. 688

2 ILGWU r. NLRB. 463 F. 2d 907, 917 (D.C. Cir. 1972), NLRB v, Ru/)id Bindery. Im
293 F. 2d 170, 176 (2d Cir. 1961).
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when advance notice must be given, there is no uniformity among
cases as to when the notice obligation arises. 1

An employer’s duty to bargain in good faith includes a duty to
provide the union with information requested by the union if it is
necessary for adequate representation of its membership or to
verify employer statements. Thus, the union can employ Section
8(a)(5) as a discovery tool for effective bargaining over a plant
closing decision or over the effects produced by a closing. Where
desired information is relevant and of use to a union in executing
its statutory duties and responsibilities, the union is entitled to
such information.2

In certain circumstances, a union can seek a court injunction to
delay a proposed plant closing. Where there is disagreement over
an arbitrable issue, a union can seek to enjoin unilateral employer
action pending arbitration. This legal tactic, referred to as a
“reverse Boys Markets injunction,’’ 3 was used by a union in a
plant closing case that involved the closing of one plant by an
employer and the transfer of work to its other existing plant
where its workers were represented by a different union.4 The
union argued that this was “outside contracting,” an arbitrable
issue. The union sued under Section 301 of the Taft-Hartley Act 5

and obtained a district court order, upheld by the Fourth Circuit,
forbidding the company to close the plant prior to arbitration.

Before a court will issue an injunction against an employer, it
must determine that the issue is arbitrable under the collective
bargaining agreement. In Buffalo Fotfie Co. v. United Steelworkers,

8

Cf NLRB v. Transmarine Navigation Carp.. 380 F. 2d 933, 940 (9th Cir. 1967) (3 days
notice prior to closing held inadequate and unreasonable); Farm Crest Bakeries,
241 NLRB 1191, 1194 (1979) (2 days notice prior to shutdown not a violation of
sectionB(a)(s)).

2 NLRB V. Acme Industrial Co.. 385 U.S. 432 (1967) where U.S. Supreme Court upheld
an NLRB determination that employer who refused to furnish information about
movement of machinery from factorywas in violation of section 8(a) (5).

3 A "Boys Markets injunction” is employed by an employer to stop a strike, or a
strike about to occur, if the union is in breach of contract, if the strike would
cause irreparable injury to the employer and if the dispute is over an arbitrable
issue. Boys Market Inc. v. Retail Clerks, Local 770 398 U.S. 235 (1970).

Lever Brothers Inc. v. International Chemical Workers. I ocaI 217 554 F. 2d 115
(4th Cir. 1976).

5 29 U.S.C., s. 185.
* 428 U.S. 397 (1976
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the U.S. Supreme Court required that the underlying dispute be
arbitrable, i.e., mere disagreement over the interpretation of the
agreement was not sufficient to issue an injunction.

If the underlying dispute is in fact arbitrable, a court will look to
certain factors necessary in determining whether an injunction
will issue against an employer:

1. Irreparable Injury to the workers will result if no injunction is granted. Courts
are dividedon whether the loss of work or wages is an irreparable injury

2. The alleged injury to employees must outweigh the likely injury to the em
ployer

3. The unionhas no other adequate remedy

4. In some jurisdictions, a showing by the union of some likelihood of success on
the merits; in other jurisdictions, only a showing that an injunction is needed to
preclude later arbitration from being futile

Actual experience in the case of a reverse Boys Market in-
junction has proved to be of limited value. At best, it only
preserves the status quo until arbitration, certainly of some help
delaying the sale or dismantling of a plant. But unless the contract
limits plant relocations, an injunction pending arbitration does
little more thanpostpone the employer’s decision.

Without plant closing statutes that would require certain
management concessions to workers, the alternative route to
legal safeguards for employees’ interests is to negotiate strong
restrictions in collective bargaining agreements. Where such a
contract contains provisions that prohibit a transfer of work, a
union could, in the event of a plant closing, demand arbitration of
the issue. The union could bring suit under Section 301 of the Taft-
Hartley Act 1 to compel such arbitration. In the past, few unions
have been able to negotiate contract terms that would impose
restrictions on managerial control.2 But where such language
exists, arbitrators and courts have enforced such provisions. 3

One other noteworthy aspect is the enforcement of contractual
benefits that survive a plant closing. Where an agreement
provides that workers laid off are entitled to health and life in-
surance benefits through the term of the contract, workers who
are idled because of plant shutdown before completion of the life
of the contract can argue for such benefit as laid off employees.

29 U.S.C. 185
2 peter Pitegoff, Esq., Plant Closings: Lentil Remedies When Jobs DisuppcuP, Industrial

Cooperative Assoc., Somerville, Ma. 1981, pp. 9-10
Ibid., case citations omitted.
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Similar benefits for retired workers have been held to be enforce-
able even if the labor agreement is terminated. 1 In other cases,
pension rights, rights to accrued vacation pay, and severance pay
have been forced.2

Problems Related to Defining Employers’ Interests
The narrowness of Supreme Court rulings on plant closing

issues which the Court has decided, makes it risky to try to predict
what direction the Court may take in resolving any future plant
closing issue it may choose to consider. However, with the holding
in First National Maintenance representing the most recent line of
thought by the Court, one commentator has recently examined
case law with a view as to what interests are sufficiently com-
pelling to allow an employer to escape the duty to bargain under
the terms of Section 8(a)(5) of the NLRA. 3

In considering whether courts should interpret the NLRA to
compel an employer to bargain about the disposition of a closed
plant, a question that remains unresolved, 4 the commentator
examines how courts do and should characterize the interests of
employers in avoiding mandatory bargaining about industrial
change. Two approaches by which courts have implicitly
characterized employer interests are identified: the “property”
approach and the “managerial” approach.

In what the author of the article identifies as the property ap-
proach to defining the scope of Section 8(a)(5), courts have
protected an employer’s control over “fundamental” business
decisions. This view assumes that the direction of a business
belongs, in a free enterprise system, to the owner of the business
property. 5 Allowing the owner to direct business in search ofprofit
contributes to allocational efficiency and social welfare, 6 while

Ibid., citing Upholsterers International Union v. American Pad and Textile Co 372 F.
2d 427 (6th Clr. 1967) where employer was obligated to maintain life insurance
coverageafter plant closing, for full retirementof workers.

2 Ibid., case citations omitted

“Mandatory Bargaining and the Disposition of Closed Plants," 95 Harvard Law

Review 1896 (1982).

• Ibid., p. 1897, note 13.
5 Fibreboard PaperProducts Corp. v. NLRB 379 U.S. 203, 225-26 (1964)
* Brockway Motor Trucks, Inc. v. NLRB 582 F. 2d 720, 748-49 (3d Clr. 1978) (Rosen

J. Dissenting).
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freedom from government intervention promotes personal
liberty. As noted by the author, in the context of industrial change,
personal freedom seems to be at least one ground on which the
Supreme Court ruled that the NLRA does not prevent an em-
ployer from leaving a business. 1 Accordingly, using this ap-
proach, a duty to bargain should not apply to decisions that affect
the basic directionof a business.

There is a problem, however, in defining “fundamental” forms
of industrial change. Job tenure is a legitimate issue over which
employers must bargain but industrial change also affects job
tenure and there arises an unclear distinction between “non-
fundamental” job displacements, about which an employer must
bargain, and “fundamental” displacements, about which he need
not bargain. 2 Thus, clearly identifying “fundamental” business
decisions is crucial in this view. Courts have sought to identify "funda-
mental” business decisions by categorizing types of industrial change.
On an ascending scale, a business decision to subcontract is not
fundamental and thus usually calls for a duty to bargain, 3 but
other categories, such as an owner’s decision to relocate, 4 to close
partially, 5 or to close totally,8 have spawned disagreements as to
whether there is a duty to bargain.

The second approach to defining the scope of Section 8(a)(5) as
identified by the author is the management approach. This view
protects an employer from certain excessive costs resulting from
mandatory bargaining, as well as from futile bargaining.

“Mandatory Bargaining,” supra, p. 1901, note 30, citing Textile Workers Union v.
Darlington Mfg. Co., 380 U.S. 263, 270 (1964) (to prevent a businessman from
going out of business would be a “startling innovation").

‘MandatoryBargaining,” supra, pp. 1901-1902

Ibid., at note 38, citing cases.
Ibid., at note 39, citing cases where employer must bargain and cases where em-
ployer is excused from bargaining.
Ibid., at note 40, citing cases where NLRB distinguishes “sales" from “closings,”
NLRB has ruled that an employer need not bargain about sales but must bar-
gain about partial closings other than sales.

Ibid., at note 11. The NLRB defines “total closing” to include the termination of
a distinct phase of a business; such a closing does not entail a duty to bargain.
Summit Tooling Co., 195 NLRB 479, 480 (1972). But some courts excuse employers
from bargainingin both partial and total closings.
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Bargaining is futile if an employer has no choice about continuing
operations, 1 or if economic constraints remove any palatable
choice. Mandatory bargaining may be excessively costly where
an employer’s compliance entails delay or publicity. The delay
arises when an employer is compelled to postpone action about a
subject of mandatory bargaining until the union is notified and
further delay occurs if the union requests negotiations which
could go on to impasse. Of particular importance is the adverse
effect such notice to a union could have on the employer’s position
in the competitive market: rivals might be in a position to take
advantage of such information.

Determining cost excess that would excuse an employer from
mandatory bargaining is a difficult task because of the several
factors that must be considered. The size of a plant operation, the
volume of the particular business, and the loss of opportunity at a
given time all enter into an assessment of the degree of cost.
Reduction of labor expense, however, is not viewed by the courts
as an excuse from bargaining. 2 In sum, the management ap-
proach excuses an employer from bargaining about industrial
change (and from futile bargaining) only if delay (or publicity)
would impose a significant cost that is not attributable to post-
poning reduction of labor expense.

Further, because different employer interests are protected by
each approach, the subjects of mandatory bargaining are defined
differently. Thus, the property approach protected an employer’s
interest in “fundamental” business decisions, which are iden-
tified by classifying decisions on a scale of industrial change, sub-
contracting, relocation, partial closing and total closing. In
contrast, the management approach protects an employer from
excessive cost by excusing an employer from bargaining that is
futile or that imposes significant nonlabor costs. 3

After discussing the relative merits of each approach,4 the

NLRB v. Royal Plaling & Polishing Co.. 350 F. 2d 191 (3d. Clr. 1965), plant was to be
condemned by eminent domain taking; Raskin Packing Co., 246 NLRB 78 (1979),
bank ended line of credit essential to plant operation.

2 “Mandatory Bargaining, 1’ supra, p. 1906, and cases citedat note 52.
2 Ibid., pp. 1905-1906.
4 Ibid., pp. 1909-1912
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author of the article concludes that the management approach is
more acceptable because it suggests a solution to the question
whether an employer must bargain with employees about the
disposition of a closed plant. The general requirement under the
management approach is that an employer must bargain about a
decision, unless to do so would be futile or would impose
significantnonlabor cost.

Constitutional Issues
Opponents' Views. Opponents of any form of plant closing

legislation base their arguments primarily on two grounds:
(1) preemption of the subject by the NationalLabor Relations Act 1 and
(2) undue Interference with "commerce” among the states and thus violative of

the Commerce Clause of the Federal Constitution. 2 Opponentsalso allege that such
legislation represents an unlawful exercise of the state’s police power, Is violative
of the Due Process provisions of the National Constitution, and Interferes with an
Individual'sright to pursue a legitimate businessor occupation

In the case of the preemption issue, it is contended that plant
closing laws are at variance with the intent of Congress to
establish a uniform federal labor policy via the passage of the
National Labor Relations Act. To resolve industrial disputes
through peaceful means, Congress proposed that such objectives
be achieved through a statutorily prescribed process of collective
bargaining between management and representatives of em-
ployees. As a result of the powers granted to management and
labor under the NLRA, the parties have entered into contracts,
some of which contain provisions governing management’s rights
and obligations in the event of a business closing or relocation in
respect to severance pay, pensions, medical insurance and
transfer options, among other elements. Moreover, in many in-
stances, employers such as the trucking industry have entered
into industrywide or nationwide contracts which cover workers
employed by them in numerous states. Plant closing legislation
may amend all such contracts and place such employers in the
position of having to alter existing collective bargaining
agreements or employ different severance policies in different
states, despite uniform contract language. Thus, the effect of the
state statute would be either to impair the Congressional intent of
allowing parties to a labor contract to negotiate freely over

1 29U.5.C. ISletseq.
2 U.S. Const. Art. I, s. 8
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severance arrangements or to serve as an obstacle to the
achievement of the Congressional goal of a uniform federal labor
policy. Thus, opponents argue that plant closing laws would
contravene federal lawand thereforebe preempted.

Further, opponents point to U.S. Supreme Court decisions as
supportive of their position that state regulation of plant closings
would be subordinateto the National Labor Relations Act.

In 1959, the United States Supreme Court upheld the in-
dependence of the collective bargaining process. In disallowing an
Ohio law attempting to prescribe a wage scale for drivers covered
by a Teamsters’ contract, the Court declared:

We believe that there Is no room In this scheme for the application here of this
state policy limiting the solutions that the parties' agreement can provide to the
problems ofwages and working conditions

The Court distinguished this case from those where Congress
has left regulation to the states, even in the face of federal
regulation, such as in the area of health or safety. It concluded
that if there is to be a limitation to the arrangements which unions
and employers may make with regard to mandatory subjects of
bargaining under the NLRA, Congress must do so by a legislative
act.

Many years later, in a 1981 decision,2 the Court ruled that there
was no duty to bargain under the NLRA over an employer
decision to terminate a contract because of an inadequate
management fee, which resulted in the discharge of the em-
ployer’s workers who were performing custodial services under
that particular contract.3 However, the Court asserted that the
company was under a duty to bargain about the results or effects of
its decision to end the contract. Since plant closing legislation
deals with the circumstances and their effects upon workers
occurring after management’s business decision had been made,
opponents charge that such legislation negates both the intent and
spirit of the NLRA and contravenes the policy established by the
National Labor Relations Board for the effective administration
of the law.

1 Local 24, International Brotherhoodof Teamsters v. Oliver 358 U.S. 283.
2 First National Maintenance Corp. v. NLRB 452 U.S. 666.
5 See infra for full discussion of Court’s decision
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Finally, opponents of plant closing laws allege that such
statutes unduly discriminate against interstate commerce since
they severely restrict the conduct of business and the flow of
goods across state lines and thus outweigh the local benefit
fostered under such laws.

Proponents’ Views. Advocates of plant closing legislation contend
that such a statute is not strictly a labor-management issue;
rather, it reflects the exercise of the state’s police power in the
form of general welfare legislation to address the economic and
social consequences to individuals and communities resulting
from capital disinvestment and business shutdowns. Such action,
in the view of proponents, is compatible with the doctrine of
federalism and does not violate Article V of the Constitution or
any act of Congress. Although industrial dislocation statutes do
impact labor-management relations, Congress has not
specifically prohibited the enactment of such legislation by a state
through the exercise of its historic police power. Nor does the
legislative history of the NationalLabor Relations Act contain any
evidence of a Congressional intent to vest exclusive authority in
the federal government to regulate this subject. On this score, the
United States Supreme Court in 1959 stated:

D)ue regard for the presuppositions of our embracing federal system, Including
the principle of diffusion of power as a matter of doctrinaire localism but as a
promoter of democracy, has required us not to find withdrawal from the States of
power to regulate where the activity regulated was a merely peripheral concern of
the Labor Management Relations Act ... Or where the regulated conduct touched
interests so deeplyrooted In local feeling and responsibility that, In the absence of
compelling congressional direction, we could not infer that Congress had deprived
the States of the power to act

In a 1970 decision,2 the First Circuit recognized that the
bar against the state in Garmon only “covers state regulation of
conduct or activities which are clearly or arguably within the
compass of Sections 7 and 8 of the NLRA.” There, the Court ad-
dressed the issue of whether Massachusetts welfare programs

Building Trades Council v. Garmon 359 U.S, 236, 43 LRRM 2838, 2841 (1959); Malone
v. White Motor Corn. 435U.5. 497, 97 LRRM 3147, 3153 (1978).

2 ITT Division r. Minter 76 LRRM 2204 (Ist Clr. 1970). See also New York Telephone
Co. v. New York State Dept, of Labor 440 U.S. 519, 99 S. Ct. 1328 (1979); Golden State
Transit \. Los Angeles 111 LRRM 2420 (9th Cir. 1982) (Denial of franchise renewal
is a traditionally local matter left to state and local regulation under police
power and not preempted absent compelling congressional direction).
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which rendered labor strikers eligible for benefits frustrated “the
national policy objective of unfettered collective bargaining’’ by
tipping the balance of economic forces with state assistance to
strikers. Finding that Congress did not clearly manifest a purpose
of the NLRA “to exclude state action which takes the form of
exercise of its historic police powers,” and that a substantial
infringement of federal policy could not be inferred absent ex-
press intention, the Court upheld the Massachusetts statute.

Advocates of plant closing legislation dismiss as inaccurate the
contention of opponents that such laws violate the Commerce
Clause of the Constitution. Proponents stress that such statutes
represent a nondiscriminatory police power regulation of purely
local character and do not unfairly burden the flow of goods and
materials among the states. They emphasize that equal burdens
fall on both in-state and out-of-state businesses and markets. 1

NationalEmployment Priorities Act
Proponents of proposed federal legislation regulating plant

closings believe a comprehensive piece of legislation is needed in
order to make the business community comply with a uniform
law. Without federal legislation on the subject, since states will
continue to compete with one another for new industry, states
without legislation controlling plant dislocations will be more
successful in attracting industry. Advocates assert that this type
of legislation is one part of a social policy that will force business
to be socially accountable.

In 1974, Congressman William D. Ford (D) of Michigan joined
with some representatives of the United Auto Workers in drafting

the National Employment Priorities Act (H.R. 1354) which in 1975
became H.R. 76, the forerunner of major plant closing proposals
which were filed in later years by Representative Ford and
others. H.R. 76 would have required a two-year prenotification to
workers in plants slated for closings and would have established a
program of federally-funded financial assistance to provide in-
come maintenance payments to terminated workers, as well as

South Carolina Highway Department v. Burnell Bros. 303 U.S. 177, 178 (1958); Sc
Pacific Co. v. Arizona 325 U.S. 761, 783 (1945); Exxon C G <1

Maryland 98 S. Ct. 2207 (1978). See also U.S. Chamber of Commerce v. New Je
110 LRRM 2328 (N.J, Supreme Court 1982)
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job placement and training benefits. Communities affected by
plant closings would also have been eligible for assistance.

In the Summer of 1979, Congressman Ford travelled to Western
Europe to observe the workings of plant closing and relocation
laws in the United Kingdom, West Germany and Sweden with
representatives from several labor groups including the United
Auto Workers, the United Steelworkers and the International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers. Upon his
return, Congressman Ford and Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr. (D)
of Michigan filed H.R. 5040 and S. 1608, “The National Em-
ployment Priorities Act of 1979“ on July 31, 1979.Both bills, unlike
the earlier Ford version based their benefits program on em-
ployer financing (instead of federal financing), limiting benefits to
52 weeks except in circumstances involving older workers who
chose to take retirement. The bills provided, however, that con-
tinuing benefits for retiring workers shall be funded by the
Federal Government.

Basically, the Act (commonly known as the Ford-Riegle bill)
would apply to businesses with gross sales exceeding $250,000 a
year. A two-year notice of closing must be given by firms that
employ 500 or more workers, 18 months notice by enterprises with
100 to 499 workers, and six months notice if less than 100 workers
are affected. Severance pay equal to 85 percent of the employee’s
annual wage and transfer rights would be awarded plant workers
if a company planned to close or relocate. Further, H.R. 5040 and
S. 1608 would have entailed payments by the firm of 85 percent of
the resulting tax loss to local governments. The measure also
called for the creation of a National Employment Priorities Ad-
ministration within the Department of Labor, which could con-
duct investigations of proposed closings and could offer financing
and technical assistance for keeping the plant open.

Sixty-two House members co-sponsored H.R. 5040, and the two
committees to which it was referred, Banking, Finance and Ur-
ban Affairs and Education and Labor, were favorably disposed to
the bill but no further action was taken. The Carter Ad-
ministration showed no interest in the issue until late in the
President’s reelection campaign, and the first official White
House action regarding plant closings was a conference held on
January 18,1981, two days before Ronald Reagan’s inauguration.
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Employee Protection and Community Stabilization Act of 1979

The same day the 1979 Ford-Riegle bill was introduced, Senator
Harrison Williams (D) of New Jersey introduced a very similar
plant closing bill, the Employee Protection and Community
Stabilization Act of 1979 (S. 1609). The Williams bill served to
complement the Ford-Riegle measure by mandating that an
employer of at least 50 employees give a one-year notice to em-
ployees prior to closing, and severance pay equal to 85 percent of
the worker’s former wage for up to 52 weeks and if the employee
was over the age of 55, for 104 weeks. In addition, the employer
would have been required to file an economic impact statement
with the Secretary of Labor within 30 days of the announced
closing. Other provisions in the bill covered relocation expenses,
targeted federal procurement to assist troubled firms, and con-
tinued healthand welfare benefits programs.

Among the differences between the two bills is that S. 1609 had a
provision calling for the continuation of employee health and
welfare benefit plans, a feature Ford-Riegle lacked. Also, the
latter’s provisions for federal funding to closing businesses were
restricted to worker buy-out situations, unlike S. 1609 which also
provided aid to private employers who were in financial trouble.
The Employment Maintenance Act of 1980

On March 6, 1980, Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum (D) of Ohio
introduced S. 2400. The thrust of this bill was less sweeping than
either S. 1608 or S. 1609 and its provisions were more narrowly
focused. Larger corporations with assets of not less than $lOO
million would be subject to the bill’s provisions. As introduced,
this measure would have required employers to give two years’
notice prior to a change in operation that would involve the job
loss of 15 percent of their work force.

The financial assistance provisions were even more restricted;
only corporations with assets or sales over $250 million were
required to provide severance payments, as well as community
capital assistance payments equal to 85 percent of the resulting
tax loss. There were also no provisions addressing employee
ownership in the measure.
Other Proposals

In response to mounting layoffs and plant closings, a wide range
of economic adjustment legislation was introduced in the 97th
Congress in 1982. Many of these bills contained provisions
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requiring prenotification, severance pay for displaced workers
and community assistance payments to the locality. Although
none of those measures received favorable committee action,
similar legislation is expected to be filed in the 98th Congress. The
following is a brief summary of the provisions contained in
measures submitted in 1982.

Representative Robert A. Roe (D) of New Jersey introduced
H.R. 565, which would have required businesses which initiated
shutdowns and relocations resulting in the termination of workers
to (1) give advance notice to the Secretary of Labor, affected
labor organizations, employees and local governments: (2) assist
employees who lost employment due to such changes; and (3)
reimburse federal and local governments for lost revenue. The
bill would also have directed the Secretary of Labor to assist
affected employees, business concerns, local governments and
cooperative employee organizations and would have created the
National Employment Priorities Administration and the National
Employment Priorities Advisory Council.

H.R. 1037 offered by Representative Joseph M. Gaydos (D) of
Pennsylvania would have amended the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938 to empower the Secretary of Labor to investigate any
proposed business shutdown or relocation, and to provide
assistance to certain employees and local governments affected
by such action. It would have denied specified tax benefits to a
business which closed or transferredan operation if the Secretary
of Labor concluded that the employer’s action was unjustified.
The measure would have also established a National Employment
Relocation Administration within the Department of Labor and a
National Employment Relocation Advisory Council.

Anotherproposal, H.R. 1604, introduced by Representative John
F. Seiberling (D) of Ohio, would have amended the Trade Ad-
justmentAct of 1974 to provide increased financial assistance for
workers and firms experiencing a decrease or threatened
decrease in sales or production due to increased imports. It also
provided for the sharing of information regarding petitions for
certificates of eligibility for trade assistance between the
respective Secretaries of Labor and Commerce and a committee
to coordinate their respective responsibilities. It authorized both
Secretaries to study and make grants to improve trade ad-
justmentassistance and improve economic efficiency.
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H.R. 6123 offered by Representative Romano L. Mazzoli (D) of
Kentucky would have required a business to notify the affected
community, affected employees and their representatives, and
the Secretary of Labor of its intent to terminate or transfer
operations. This legislation would have required employers to
provide job placement and employment counseling services, and
to give priority to affected employees for employment.

A proposal, S. 2650, introduced by Senator Orrin G. Hatch (R) of
Utah, would have channeled $3OO million a year in federal grants
through 1986 to develop "displaced worker readjustment”
programs. The bill would have directed the Secretary of Labor to
make these grants to states expriencing massive layoffs due to
plant closings. The funds would be allocated on the basis of
unemployment and the amount spent by each state on such
programs in the year preceding the current year of allocation. It
would have encouraged, not required, employers to give six
months’ advance notice of impending plant closings or mass
layoffs, and also provided a variety of job search, retraining,
relocation and counseling assistance to displaced workers.
Small Business and Employee Ownership A ct of 1980

On July 2, 1980, President Carter signed the Small Business
Employee Ownership Act. 1 This statute did not attempt to
regulate plant closings as such but provided the Small Business
Administration (SBA) with the authority to make loan guarantees
to employee trusts either for the purchase of a business or as a
mechanism to finance new growth in an expanding business. The
trusts may be part of employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) or
other employee ownership plans (such as worker-owned producer
cooperatives). In general, the law requires that the stock financed
through the SBA loan guarantee be voting stock. Under this Act,
the SBA can guarantee up to $500,000 in loan authority per ap-
plicant.
Job Training Partnership Ad of 1982

The Job Training Partnership Act, CETA’s successor
legislation, does address the problems created by plant closings. 2

Title II of the Act establishes a new training program targeted to
workers who lose their jobs because of plant closings or per-
1 Title V of Public Law 96-302
2 PublicLaw 97-300 (1982).
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manent layoffs. Even before separation, workers who receive
notice or permanent layoff will be eligible, regardless of their
economic status, for federally-funded job counseling, schooling,
vocational education, on-the-job training, relocation assistance
and other services provided by a state government designed
program. Depending on funding levels, as much as a billion
dollars a year could be devoted to this program, beginning in the
1984 fiscal year.

As a general rule, European laws and regulations do not
specifically cover plant closings or relocations. Rather, plant
closings are regulated in some degree as part of a broader
program to increase job security and maintain an economic
balance. Legislation, in most cases, was drafted to cover any
termination of employment.

Trade unions play a major role in labor matters, perhaps
lessening the need for government intervention. Unlike the United
States, where less than a third of workers belong to unions, the
majority of European employees are organized. Prenotification
requirements, severance pay, retraining and relocation
assistance are matters for labor management negotiation.
Government requirements set only a minimum standard, with
negotiated benefits exceeding these minimums.

The proposed state and federal legislation in the United States is
more directly concerned with plant closing and relocations as a
particular phenomenon requiring special attention. In addition to
requiring prenotification, some proposals cover a broader
spectrum of community costs than does European legislation.
Payments into a community readjustment fund of up to 15 percent
of the total annual wages of all displaced employees by the closing
employer is one such stipulation.

A further distinction is the degree of worker participation in
corporate decisionmaking, a function solely reserved to owners
and management in the United States. In Germany and Sweden,
and to a lesser degree in France, employee representatives must
be consulted on any decision that would vitally affect the interest

CHAPTER VI. ECONOMIC DISLOCATIONLAWS IN
EUROPE AND CANADA

Introduction
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of employees. Complete information must be provided by the firm
for employees to consider and evaluate the decision. Where
closings, relocations, reductions or mergers are planned,
workers’ councils or the appropriate government agency (or
court) must agree to the decision before it can be implemented.
Because of the power granted to workers’ groups, compensation
for employment termination is typically a matter for labor-
management negotiation.

Employers are responsible for assuming the cost of severance
pay, while government pays the cost of retraining, unemployment
compensation, and possibly relocation expenses. Depending on
the labor contract, however, or other agreements between labor
and management, the employer can be held responsible for these
costs. As a matter of government policy, no requirements exist for
employers to pay other than severance pay.

Generally, the laws in the various jurisdictions in Europe tend
to serve as a device to avoid abrupt unemployment and smooth
the transition to new employment. Employers are eligible to
receive loans, wage subsidies, or other subsidies to temporarily
bridge a downturn and avoid reductions in force. All govern-
ments, however, note that some industries face structural decline
and long-term reductions are unavoidable. An important com-
ponent of European economic policy, particularly in Sweden, is
thus to create new jobs that can be filled by retrained workers.

Sweden, France, Germany and Great Britain all attempt to
direct new facilities or expansion to targeted development areas
with high unemployment. Permission to expand facilities in areas
of high density and low unemployment can theoretically be
denied. Tax subsidies, grants and loans are offered to firms
locating in areas of high unemployment. Again, such legislation
was not designed specifically to alleviate the impact of a plant
closing. Government powers can nevertheless be used to direct
industry to communities facing high unemployment as a result of
a plant closing. On the other hand, subsidies could also be used to
assist a firm in relocating from a low unemployment to a high
unemployment area. Relocations are not automatically
discouraged.

With the exception of Sweden, legislation and governmental
authority concerning unemployment is somewhat fragmented.
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Sweden’s more coordinated policy results from the National
Labor Market Board playing a major role in formulating
economic policy and implementing the goal of full employment.
There is still no single, comprehensive piece of legislation that
attempts to address all the problems of a plant closing. Sweden
possesses a broader range of tools than the United States, and
possibly other European countries, to attack the problems of plant
closings. The critical difference, however, seems to be the
aggressive role of the NationalLabor MarketBoard.

The striking difference between the way Western European
countries regard plant closings and the way such situtations are
handled in the United States is that it is an issue for joint deter-
mination between labor and management whereas in the United
States such decisions are wholly reserved to owners, management
or the board of directors.

The following is a synopsis of the statutory provisions in several
Western European countries.

UnitedKingdom

The problem of “redundancies” (layoffs or terminations)
caused by automation and modernization has been the major
impetus behind many of the studies of plant closings in the United
States. Such concerns also inspired key British legislation on
redundancy. The two major pieces of legislation are the Redun-
dancy Payments Act of 19651 and the Employment Protection Act
of 1975.2 Both of these acts are designed to assist individual em-
ployees affected by layoffs, not specifically to respond to
economic dislocation in a community caused by a plant closing.

Layoffs or closings affecting 10 or more employees require 60
days’ prior notice to the Department of Employment. If 100 or
more employees are dismissed, 90 days’ advance notice must be
given to the trade union and the Department of Employment.
Failure to provide this prenotification can result in financial
penalties. The affected employees must be paid wages for the
entire notice period, even if the notice was not provided. Also,
employers are normally eligible for rebates on severance pay
from an employer-funded “redundancy fund” administered by

Chapter 62.
Chapter 71.
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the government. In the event required notice is not provided, the
rebate can be withheld.

Every employee who has worked two years is eligible for
severance pay. Government-mandated payments are one-half
week’s pay for every year of employment between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-one; one week’s pay for every year of em-
ployment between the ages of twenty-one and forty; and one and
one-half weeks’ pay for every year of employment between the
ages of forty-one and sixty-five. In the event that an employer is
financially unable to make these payments, they are guaranteed
from government funds.

Employers must also allow employees to take “reasonable”
time off from work, with pay, to seek new employment. A variety
of government-funded retraining programs are available for laid-
off workers. Workers whose skills are in demand in designated
development areas are also eligible for relocation expenses if they
elect to transfer to a new plant.

Under the Employment Protection Act of 1975, the employer is
also required to report reasons for dismissals to the trade union
and the Department of Employment. The union and government
may then consult with the employer about methods of averting
dismissals. Short-term loans and wage subsidies are available for
troubled plants, but these cannot be used to assist firms having
long-term structural problems. The notice and redundancy
payments required are geared to easing worker transition to new
employment, however, not toward preventing closings.
Assistance is particularly likely for reconversion efforts as firms
attempt to develop new high technology products and reduce
reliance on a declining market.

France
As in Great Britain, France has various provisions in its

National Labor Code which guarantee notice of employment
termination, severance pay and assistance in retraining. Em-
ployer decisions which would presumably lead to a reduction in
employment are required to provide advance notification of eight
days if 10 to 50 workers are affected; 15 days if 50 to 100 employees
are involved; and 30 days if over 100 workers are affected. If
substantial reorganization of the enterprise or a merger is in-
volved, prenotification of 90 days may be required. Once a private
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employer is aware that work-force reductions will be necessary,
he must give 30 days’ notice to employees with six months to two
years of service, and 60 days’ notice to employees with over two
years of service. If the employer fails to give notice, wages must
still be paid as if the employee had worked the full notice period.

Every affected employee with two years or more of em-
ployment is eligible for severance pay, based upon the salary in
the three months preceding the layoff. The exact amount of
payment is negotiated by the worker and the employer;
disagreements on the amount must be taken to court.

Laid-off workers are eligible for government subsidized
training programs, as well as governmental assistance in finding
a new job. If relocation is necessary in finding a job, government
subsidies are available to reduce the cost to the worker. None of
these payments affect eligibility for normal unemployment
compensation.

West Germany

West German policy on plant closings and layoffs is reflected in
two basic statutes: (a) the Law Against Socially Unjustified
Dismissals of 1966 and (b) the Works Council Act of 1972.

The Law Against Socially Unjustified Dismissals prevents the
“socially unjustified’’ dismissal of any employee who has worked
at least six months. A termination of employment is considered
unjustified if it is not based upon personal or operational
requirements. Personal requirements include inability to do the
job and improper conduct; operational requirements are reasons
of economic necessity, such as a decline in sales. Employees
desiring to challenge layoffs as unjustified may appeal to the
labor court.

If layoffs involve a significant proportion of the work force,

management must provide prior notice (period unspecified) to
the regional Department of Labor office, including reasons for the
layoff.

The Department of Labor may delay planned layoffs for up to 60
days after the notice. During this period, the necessity of the
layoffs is reviewed, and arrangements are made for assistance to
terminated employees. Benefits available to laid-off workers are
subsidized retraining, job search assistance and unemployment
compensation. In some cases, the Department of Labor can also
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subsidize shorter work weeks for a temporarily troubled plant in
order to avert massive layoffs.

Potentially stronger action to protect employees or prevent
termination derives from the Works Council Act of 1972. Every
enterprise with five or more permanent employees must have a
works council, a group elected by the workers. Management must
confer with the council about corporate decisions and provide all
data necessary for the council to evaluate those decisions.

Despite the principle of co-determination, the works council
often serves basically in an advisory function. In the case of
structural change in the enterprises, however, the Works Council
Act mandates employee participation in the decision. Structural
change, by definition, includes a reduction of a significant
proportion of the work force or relocation of all or part of the
enterprise.

Management must notify the works council before a planned
reduction or relocation. The notice must also provide reasons for
the decision. The works council is also guaranteed access to firm
data bearing on that decision. Although the period of notice is not
specified, adequate time must be provided for the works council to
evaluate the decision before it is finalized or implemented.

No action can be taken without the agreement of the works
council. The council can consider and suggest methods of averting
the dismissals. If reduction in employment appears unavoidable,
then management and the works council must agree to a social
plan which specifies benefits to terminated employees.

The social plan covers a wide range of issues intended to reduce
the impact of layoffs on workers. Initially, the works council may
seek ways to avoid layoffs or reduce the number of affected
employees. For affected employees, matters of discussion include
severance pay, retraining, time off from work to seek new em-
ployment, relocation subsidies and any other compensation
agreed to by both management and the council.

In the event the two parties cannot reach a mutually acceptable
agreement, the social plan may be submitted to the mediation
service of the statewide labor office. If agreement still proves
impossible, either party may submit the dispute to the con-
ciliation board. The latter has the authority to construct a binding
social plan if the works council and the employer still fail to reach
agreement.
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Social plans are legally binding documents enforceable in labor
courts. Employers who fail to give the works council sufficient
notice to construct a social plan, or who abrogate the agreement,
are subject to a fine of $lO,OOO as well as payment of all com-
pensation specified in the social plan.

German law does not specify minimum requirements for the
social plan. All compensation is a matter for negotiation between
the employer and the works council. As noted, government sup-
port is available to force a recalcitrant employer to reach a
reasonable settlement with the works council. Because of the
wide-ranging nature of the social plan, government subsidized
retraining and relocation benefits are generally less available
than in other countries. The employer, through the social plan,
pays these costs.
The Netherlands

The arrangements in the Netherlands are patterned after the
West German system. Layoffs other than those agreed to by labor
and management must be approved by a district employment
office. Employers terminating 20 or more employees must notify
the district employment office three months in advance of the
layoff. This time frame gives the principals an opportunity to
consider programs or plans to save jobs or relocate workers.
There is no fixed amount set for severance pay; rather, it is an
amount negotiated by employers and unions. Shop workers
ususally receive six months’ pay and it is not rare for salaried
workers to receive up to two years’ pay.

As in West Germany, the Dutch will not allow a mass layoff
unless there is a social plan to protect workers.
Sweden

The Swedish government pursues an economic policy designed
to promote full employment and insure the highest possible
degree of job security for all workers. Key legislation authorizing
methods to implement this policy are the Statute on Employment
Security 1 and the Statute on Promotion of Employment. 2 Sweden
also enacted a co-determination law in 1976 similar to West
Germany’s to increase employee participation in decisionmaking
in a firm. Also, all Swedish stock corporations with 100 or more

1 No. 12 of 1974
2 No. 13 of 1974
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employees must permit employees to elect two representatives to
the corporation’s board of directors.

The agency charged with monitoring labor conditions and
promoting the goals of the employment legislation is the Labor
Market Board, composed of a national board and 24 county labor
market boards. Employers planning reductions in force must give
prior notice to the county labor market board of two months if five
to 25 employees are affected; four months if 26 to 100 workers are
involved; and six months if over 100 employees are affected. Less
notice is required if the employer could not forsee the needed
reductions in time to meet statutory minimums, although such
noncompliance must be justified. Trade unions and the individual
workers affected must also be notified.

As in Germany, the employer must consult with employee
representatives before the decision is implemented. The trade
union and worker representatives can negotiate with manage-
ment on the necessity of the dismissals, the size of the reduction,
and so on. If a mutually agreeable resolution cannot be reached,
the dispute is referred to a labor court for settlement.

Severance pay in Sweden is also determined through collective
bargaining. The main purpose is to help older workers. Payments
are made out of a jointly-owned insurance company to which
employers contribute 0.1 percent of their annual wage bill.
Swedish legislation does not require further worker indemnity by
the closing firm; according to one source, it was felt that those
plants considering layoffs were those least able to afford the cost.

The Swedish government also has an extensive program of
direct aid to affected workers so that a smooth transition into new
employment can occur. The county labor market boards operate
aggressive placement services to assist employees in finding new
employment. Temporary offices can be established inside the
troubled plant to counsel employees on job opportunities. Govern-
ment funds are available to subsidize retraining, visits to new
communities to consider relocation, and payment of relocation
expenses.

Sweden also uses a variety of tools to assist troubled plants and
avoid layoffs. These include loans, wage subsidies for non-
production jobs or retraining, and an inventory stockpiling
program. Under the latter, government subsidies allow a firm to
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produce goods for inventory to weather a temporary reduction in
demand.

No direct payments to communities affected by a closing or
major layoff are required by law. Economic development
programs (financed out of general revenues) and tax equalization
grants are used to help municipalities affected by plant closings.
The investment reserve which is designed to increase private
investment in recessions and other development programs act to
protect interindustry trading relationships.

The government operates an employment creation program
particularly directed to communities suffering high unem-
ployment. Industries locating in targeted areas may be eligible
for grants, loans, loan guarantees, or partial defrayment of
relocation expenses. Government-funded public works projects
are also used to alleviate unemployment in depressed areas while
constructing the infrastructure necessary for economic
development.

Canada
The Canadian Government has been most effective

in aiding displaced workers and managers find
alternative gainful employment. Canada’s approach to the
problem involves a strictly voluntary cooperative effort among
management, labor and government representatives in
establishing effective Manpower Adjustment Committees at the
affected plant’s location.

Unemployment insurance and supplemental unemployment
benefits are available, but they are used primarily as a safety net
for individuals who cannot find new jobs immediately. This
produces substantial savings to companies in unemployment
insurance taxes, to governments in unemployment insurance
funds and to companies and unions in supplemental unem-
ployment benefit funds. It also radically reduces the duration of
unemployment and improves the physical and mental health of
workers and their families.

When a plant closing is announced in Canada, Manpower
Consultative Service (MCS), an agency of Employment and
Immigration Canada, may be called in if management and union
so desire. A standard agreement is signed spelling out the mission
and functions of the Manpower Adjustment Committee and how
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its expenses will be met jointly by the company and the provincial
and federal governments. An impartial chairman is agreed upon.
Management, union and the chairman combine their efforts in
formulating a simple one-page per worker survey of all workers
electing to participate. Information on secondary skills and
hobbies is included, as well as willingness to move. Combined into
a skills inventory, this constitutes the supply side of the equation.

The demand side is provided by the combined job development
efforts of the company, the union, the third party chairman and
the provincial job service. The company uses its network among
the local business community, its suppliers and its customers to
locate relevant job openings. The union contributes its knowledge
of what shops are hiring in their industry. The job service has its
job orders and area labor market information to draw upon, and
the impartial chairman is selected for his knowledge of and
contacts with other employers.

Advance notice of several months is provided by provincial law,
and is consideredby those who oversee the MCS program to be the
fundamental component in providing the necessary time for
advance planning and implementation of effective outplacement
programs. Retraining and moving allowances which underwrite
50 percent of the worker’s relocation expenses are also available.
The moving allowances also apply to jobs in the same company.
For workers whose existing skills do not match the demands of the
job market, the MCS representative has the job of connecting
them with retraining programs offered by the provincial govern-
ment.

Canadian officials report that 365 agreements were signed in
1980 affecting 200,000 workers. The plants involved in these
closings averaged 500 to 600 employees. Two-thirds of the workers
participating obtained “almost immediate employment.” Such an
arrangement produced jobs for 90 percent of the 110 hourly
workers and 20 salaried employees of Disston, Canada following
the decision ofDisston to transfer manufacturing operations from
its Ontario plant to Montreal. Following a layoff at a large Ford
auto plant in May 1980, the Management Adjustment Committee
was successful in obtaining jobs for 73 percent (2,042) of the dis-

Wllllam L. Batt, Jr., "Plant Closings: An Improved Approach,’’ County t
Reporter. National Association of Counties, Washington, D.C., August 1982
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charged workers. Management Adjustment Committees function
for about a year, and cost on average $20,000. 1

A number of U.S. companies, including Dana Corporation (a
manufacturer of power transmission apparatus and automotive
parts), General Electric, Brown and Williamson Corporation
(tobacco products) and International Silver have drawn on the
Canadian experience. l They have instituted job search training
centers and job clubs, hence, proving that aggressive out-
placement can be achieved by progressive managements and
unions working closely together on a voluntary basis with state
employment service support. A survey of the 250 Dana workers
who elected to use the job search program indicated that 86
percent of the hourly employees and 95 percent of the salaried had
found jobs. Thirty-eight percent of the hourly and 59 percent of the
salaried took less than six months to find work, the balance
longer. But not all still had jobs as the recession deepened. Sixty-
three percent of hourly and 88 percent of salaried workers
reported that they were employed in February 1982.

CHAPTER VII. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES
California Response Mechanism

California, mirroring economic changes nationwide, has ex-
perienced a substantial number of plant closures during the past
few years, with the result that many workers and communities
have suffered economic dislocation. Between 1980 and 1982, the
state estimates that 101,000 workers were displaced.

In the fall of 1980, recognizing the need to identify state policy
options for dealing with plant closures, the Governor’s Office, in
conjunction with the Directors of the Employment Development
Department (EDD), the Department of Economic and Business
Development (DEBD), the Department of Industrial Relations
(DIR), and the Office of Planning and Research, established an
Ad Hoc Task Force to recommend state actions to respond to the
issues.

In its report of December 1980, the Ad Hoc Task Force recom

H r?, MarchS, 1982,21 pp.IfWilliam L. Batt, Jr., if C
mimec
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mended the creation of a California Economic Adjustment Team
(CEAT), to be spearheaded by the Directors of the Departments
of Employment Development, Economic and Business
Development, Industrial Relations and the Office of Planning and
Research and to include representatives of labor, industry and
local government. This body is responsible for developing policies
to assist workers and communities affected by plant closures and
making recommendations to the Governor.

Since its inception in 1981, the primary functions of the
California Economic Adjustment Team have been to analyze
trends in the state labor market, identify available state and
federal resources for worker adjustment and economic
stabilization and, more importantly, develop cooperative worker
adjustment programs at the county and community levels.

CEAT is most effective as a catalyst in bringing together the
affected company, union, service providers and community
representatives who then organize and administer a worker
adjustment program similar to the voluntary labor-management
committees in Canada. This frees the state to concentrate on
providing technical, financial and oversight assistance to the local
entities, private and public, which have assumed responsibility
for the day-to-day operation of the program.

Among the CEAT group, the Department of Employment
Development (EDD) has been one of the most active agencies in
assisting communities, firms and unions at plant closure sites.
Under the coordinating efforts of EDD, the first major plant
closure project was started in Haywood County, California, in
January 1981. Subsequent projects were and continue to be im-
plemented in various parts of the state as significant closures
occur.

Although the Haywood model embodies what could be con-
sidered optimal elements for a successful community orientated
program, each of the plant closure sites is unique in its mix of
community interest, employer support, company and union
commitment to assist workers, skill level of workers, job market
demand and numbers of workers potentially entering the job
market. Consequently, the design of each program varies from sit
to site. The EDD has worked with key organizations at each site to
assist in creating a response which will be most effective and
suitable to the situation. Two uniquely distinct models are
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described below, namely, the Haywood Mack Community
Committee on Plant Closures and the North Coast Center for Dis-
placed Workers.

Haywood Project. The Haywood model developed from the
closing of the Mack Truck Company plant which at full capacity
employed 1,400 workers. The closure announcement was made on
October 31, 1980, with the largest group of layoffs occurring in
February 1981.

The Mayor of Haywood agreed to participate as the Chairman
of a local committee to address needs associated with the plant
closure and he convened the first meeting in January 1981.
Committee participants included representatives from Mack
Western management, United Auto Workers Local 76 and the
District Office, the Haywood Chamber of Commerce, the local
CETA prime sponsor, the four state agencies representing CEAT,
Governor Brown’s office and educational institutions.

The Haywood Mack Community Committee on Plant Closures
was a collaborative approach which undertook action in the
following areas:

1. Surveyed the Mack Western work force to ascertain its immediate needs in
order to develop appropriate programs.

2. Published and distributed a brochure to the workers which outlined ap
propriate resources available in the community.

3. Coordinated company and placement services with other job developers
4. Held a mini-job fair for women workers at UAW Local 76.
5. Organized an Assessment/Placement Center for laid-off workers funded by

EDO’s State CETA office; the Center provided intensive job placementassistance,
job search workshops, credit and mortgage counseling and referrals to other
services. Staffed by the EDD field office, union personnel and community
volunteers, it remained at its community location for ten weeks then moved to the
Job Service field office for two months of continued job placement.

6. Developed skills transference retraining programs to retrain workers, which
were funded in part by the State CETA office.

7. Interested Crocker National Bank in providing local bank personnel to assist
workers with credit and mortgage problems at the Center. Services are now
provided by Crocker Bank at any plant closure site in California upon request.

The Haywood Committee made 1,751 visits to other employers
to encourage the hiring of the 561 former Mack employees who
sought assistance in one form or other. The united action of the
committee and state agencies, particularly the Employment
Development Department, brought about the placement of 424
former workers in new jobs. EDO’s local employment office
secured employment for 190 persons from its job inventory. The
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balance (234), identified as indirect placements, obtained employ-
ment as the result of the various services provided by the Com-
mittee interviews, counseling, training in the techniques of job
research, testing, retraining, etc.

As noted in Chapter IV of this report, the California Assembly in
the 1982 session enacted three economic adjustment bills. 1 These
measures, which provide generally for a collaborative effort on
the part of designated state agencies to reduce employment, do
not regulate or restrict the type of approaches initiated by the
Haywood and similar committees. Rather, these statutes require
cooperation and coordinated action by state agencies and provide
for increased fundingfor programs.

The North Coast Center. The second model involved a church,
labor and Employment Development Department partnership. In
August 1981, the North Coast Center for Displaced Workers was
established to provide an immediate response to the mass layoff
of more than 1,000 forest and mill workers in Humboldt County.
The Center was the product of widespread community effort led
by the First Congregational Church in Eureka, California and
involved the mill union locals and a coalition of other community
groups. The church provided a facility for the Center and financial
assistance prior to State CETA funding approval.

Activities at the Center proceeded under two separate State
CETA grant periods. During the initial phase, the Redwood
Community Action Agency (RCAA), the local agency ad-
ministering the grants, accomplished the following: (1) alerted
and educated the community about the emergency situation; (2)
coordinated and mobilized government, business and other
related community resources to address the crisis: (3) attempted
to contact every available impacted worker; (4) developed an
understanding of the immediate and long-term transition needs of
the impacted workers; and (5) established a project steering com-
mittee to help evaluate the crisis and decide on needed actions.

The primary function of the Center during the second phase of
12 months beginning October 1, 1981 was to facilitate worker
transition and reemployment efforts, with special emphasis on

1 Chapters 226, 227 and 368.
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job development and local economic development activities. The
following primary efforts or tasks were undertaken;

1. Expandingparticipant outreach and assessment activities
2. Coordinating transitioncounseling services;
3. Implementing a jobdevelopmentand reemployment program
4. Linking participants with local retraining activities and services
5. Solidifying and expandingupon Center linkages with various community seg-

ments such as private employers, labor unions, lendlng/banklng Institutions, and
vocational educationalproviders;

6. Establishing effective liaison with local economic development efforts for Job
creation potential

7. Maintaining process evaluation activities to track and record progress of
projectparticipants and all project activities; and

8. Providing administrative services necessary for successful operation of
project activities.

The design of the project enabled Center staff to respond to the
immediate needs of the participants (i.e., employment coun-
seling, financial counseling, referral to personal counseling, job
development, etc.) and also to develop longer term approaches to
job creation through the economic activities and increased
community awareness and support.

The Redwood Community Action Association was responsible
for the overall administrative coordination for this project. All
participant outreach, intake, assessment, referral and tracking
were performed by RCAA project staff and the Eureka field office
of the State Employment Development Department (EDD).
Transition Center staff was composed of four RCAA project staff
and one full-time equivalent position from the local EDD office for
five months. EDD staff responsibilities includedparticipant inter-
viewing, job referrals and referral to other employment service
activities, such as listing and job search workshops. Staff and
other financial support were also provided by a grant from the
Nothern California Regional Conference of the United Church of
Christ (UCC). UCC staff focused theirefforts upon community re-
source mobilizationactivities.

CEAT’s success offers lessons which can be used in the develop-
ment of an adjustment assistance program. First, it is critical to
begin planning and delivering assistance as early as possible,
preferably a month or two before the plant is closed. Second,
success will hinge on the extent to which the department em-
ployer, union and local community activity participate in the
planning for implementation of the program. In the experiences of
CEAT, local businesses, agencies and individuals have been quite
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willing to donate aid if their contribution can be specific, short-
term and recognized (i.e., a receptionist for one month). Also, the
very existence of a comprehensive and reliable state labor ad-
justment program may induce firms to give their employees
timely prenotification of impending closures.

Employee Ownership,
Employee purchase of a company, either in whole or in part,

has become an increasingly popular option in the development of
means to contain unemployment. Employment ownership
proposals are usually initiated in businesses with marginal profits
but which are not showing signs of total financial failure. This
practice has within the last two years grown to include nearly
5,000 businesses and two to three million participants according to
the National Center for Employee Ownership. Some examples of
employee-owned businesses are: Rath Packing Company of lowa,
The Milwaukee Journal, Chicago and Northwestern Railroad,
Peoples Express Airlines and the Weirton Steel Plant in West
Virginia. 1

There are three types of employee ownership: direct
acquisition, cooperative ownership and employee stock ownership
plans (ESOPs). The direct ownership model shifts employees into
stockholder roles without otherwise altering the organization.
More specifically, the employees buy the firm, but the traditional
management structure is retained. Worker cooperatives
arrangements have a one-job, one-vote, equal-pay-across-the-
board structure, where each worker owns one share of stock.
Each shareholder is guaranteed a job and wages are the same for
every shareholder. Unlike direct acquisition, the employees own
and manage the business.

ESOPs are by far the most popular strategy for reenforcing or
implementing local control of threatened plants. They qualify for
the Small Business Administration loan guarantees. ESOPs are
governed by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) and by the Internal Revenue Code. However, several
thousand corporations have used ESOPs as financing tools with
tax advantages. Typically, an ESOP begins with the establish-
ment of an employee stock ownership trust (ESOT). The ESOT

1 The Council of State Governments, “Employee Owned Business,” CSG Back
grounder, Lexington, Ky., May 1983.
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then takes out a bank loan (the firm’s physical assets may serve
as collateral), which it uses to buy stock in the company. The
company then uses funds it has received from the stock sale for
working capital and expansion. As the loan is repaid, the stock is
distributed to employees. Although most existing ESOPs have
been established by management for tax benefits (certain
exemptions from federal income and Social Security taxes) and
captive financing, a small percentage of ESOPs have been formed
for the express purpose of worker control. Lawyers and financiers
have tended to draw union members toward the ESOP form,
primarily as a vehicle for attracting outside financing.

Observers of the plant closing issue and some union officials are
particularly critical of employee ownership plans, especially
ESOPs, as devices to protect jobs in the event of plant shutdowns.
On this point, Bluestone and Harrison note:

Because the vesting process takes time, employee ' 'ownershipl ' In most of these
enterprises is at best partial. One study estimates that hourly workers own a
majority of the stock in less than one tenth of all ESOP companies and that
perhaps three-fourths of such “worker buy-outs” will never transfer majority
ownership to the employees. In any case, In almost every Instance, whatever the
vesting arrangements may be, control over day-to-day decisions in these com-
panies has so far tended to remain in the hands of the firm’soriginal managers , . .

. .In all too many recent worker buy-outs, managers have retained (or been
granted) far too much power freezing out the shopfloor worker-owners, taking
high salaries for themselves, devising ways to Intimidate or eliminate opposition
from the board of directors, and even (in the case of the president of South Bend
Lathe) chairing business committees that advocate rlght-to-work legislation and
support union decertification drives.

Finally, many unions are discovering that the terms to which they agreed in
financing the buy-out especially the defunding of their pension plans (or freezing
of further company contributions), the elimination of cost-of-living allowances,
and the wage and vacation glvebacks have greatly increased their members’
personal insecurity. This is an especially serious concern for older workers . . .'

On the other hand, there are indications that ESOPs have been
effective as an employment stabilizer. When the conglomerate
owner of the Bates Fabrics in Lewiston, Maine, decided to shut
down that operation to provide working capital for its more
promising recently-acquired interests in coal production and
computer technology, Bates employers, in 1967, resorted to an
ESOP. As a result, a viable business was continued, 1,100 local
jobs were saved, the economy ofLewiston/Auburn was preserved

Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison, The De-lncluslriulizulion of America, Basic
Books, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1982, pp. 259-261.
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and the City of Lewiston continued to receive $161,000 annually in
real and personal property taxes.

Massachusetts Developments
In 1982, Representative Timothy Bassett of Lynn, House

Chairman of the Committee on Commerce and Labor, introduced
House, No. 1122, which established a new legal framework for
worker cooperatives in Massachusetts. In May 1982, after being
redrafted as House Nos. 6035 and 6137, the measure was enacted
as Chapter 104of the Acts of 1982.

The Employee Cooperative Corporations Law is the first statute
of its kind in the United States. 1 Drafted by the Industrial
Cooperative Association (ICA), the statute creates explicit
statutory authority for worker cooperatives. First, it expressly
converts the business corporation to a membership organization,
controlled democratically by the work force. Second, it assures
equitable allocation of earnings and losses. Third, it authorizes a
capital structure and internal accounting system that encourages
long-term survival of democratic cooperative control. Finally, the
new law spells out a capital allocation system consistent with IRS
requirements for “cooperative” tax advantages in Subchapter T
of the Internal Revenue Code.

Worker cooperatives date from the 1880 s when the Knights of
Labor (a rudimentary form of unionism) created them in the
mining, shoe and other industries. Many Northwest plywood
companies are structured as worker cooperatives. Hundreds of
other worker cooperatives are scattered throughout the United
States, including the Denver Yellow Cab Cooperative in Colorado
and the Workers’ Owned Sewing Company in North Carolina. The
most successful network of worker cooperatives in the world
today exists in Mondragon, Spain, employing 17,000 people in over
70 enterprises.

Worker cooperatives may provide a business structure which
ensures that the benefits of doing business accrue to the people
who produce those benefits. By assuring local control, worker
cooperatives can increase productivity and quality of em-
ployment, and can help keep jobs and capital within the com-
munity.

G.L.C.157A
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The new Chapter 157 A of the Massachusetts General Laws pro-
vides the needed structural guidance and legal certainty for
worker cooperatives. Supporters say that it will facilitate the
development of worker cooperatives in Massachusetts, helping to
save jobsand protect the local economy.

In 1981, the Legislature authorized the creation of the Bay State
Skills Corporation (BSSC), a quasi-public corporation, to
promote, with the cooperation of the private sector, the expansion
of job training and related educational opportunity in the Com-
monwealth.1 Initial funding of $3 million was approved. The
following year, the enabling legislation was amended to make
persons who became unemployed because of business shutdowns
or partial closings eligible for BSSC programs.2 In the same year,
the agency’s budget was increased to $5 million, $2 million of
which was authorized for programs for the four eligible “targeted
groups’’ public assistance recipients, AFDC beneficiaries, dis-
advantaged youths and displaced workers. BSSC allocated
$500,000 of that amount of program funds for victims of plant
closings. For fiscal 1984, an appropriation of $2 million has been
approved by the Senate Ways and Means Committee.

The agency through mass mailings informed educational in-
stitutions and other sources throughout the state of the nature of
its functions, programs and services. BSSC’s officials indicate
that while some displaced workers may be receiving assistance
from the agency under other eligible categories, they have not, as
of this writing, been requested to inaugurate a program which
would meet the special needs of the dislocatedworker.

G.L. c. 401; Acts of 1981, c. 351, s. 192.

Acts of 1982, c. 44, ss. 5 and 8.






